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Litigation Financing Disclosure and Patent Litigation

Sean Keller and Jonathan Stroud

“Justice must not only be done, but must also be seen to be done.”\(^1\)

“Does he who contemns poverty, and he who turns with abhorrence from usury feel the same passion, or are they moved alike?”\(^2\)

“Pay ... no attention ... to the man behind the curtain!”\(^3\)

I. Introduction

Money draws scrutiny. The VLSI Technology vs. Intel saga is the highest-profile patent litigation in recent memory, primarily due to the size of the verdict. In 2021, as pandemic restrictions eased, an Austin, a Texas jury returned a $2.175 billion verdict against U.S. chipmaker Intel as infringing two U.S. patents;\(^4\) at the time, it was the second-highest patent verdict in U.S. history, and one of the highest non-class action verdicts of all time.\(^5\) And while that particular verdict is on appeal and subsequent successful (if controversial) administrative challenges have cancelled both patents,\(^6\) the greater litigation campaign against Intel continues today on others,

---

\(^1\) Lord Hewart, the then Lord Chief Justice of England in the case of Rex v. Sussex Justices, [1924] 1 KB 256.
\(^3\) The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 1939).
\(^6\) Brittain, supra note 1.
with another $994 million judgement pending appeal, one dismissal, one jury finding of noninfringement, and at least one other trial scheduled to take place in 2024.7

At first blush, one might assume VLSI Technology v. Intel is a sprawling battle between two competing semiconductor companies. And, indeed, there was once a practicing company called VLSI, founded in 1979 by former employees of Fairchild Semiconductor.8 But that VLSI, after enjoyed some early commercial success, by the 1990s had begun to plateau, and was eventually wholly acquired by and merged into Philips Electronics in 1999.9,10 And although VLSI and Intel coexisted in those decades, it was not that VLSI who sued Intel. The VLSI who sued Intel—and the patent portfolio it asserted—bears no relationship to the company once acquired by Philips.11 This VLSI—VLSI Technologies, LLC, not the now-shuttered VLSI Technologies, Inc.—came into existence in 2019 and does not, by its own admission, produce any products. It is instead a non-practicing entity (“NPE”) i.e., a patent-holding company that acquires other’s patent portfolios for cash in arm’s-length transactions and then enforces them against operating

7 Id.
9 Id.
10 A search of the USPTO’s trademark registry turns up no living hits for the name VLSI, and no records could be found of a company existing or using the name VLSI Technologies for two decades before VLSI Technologies, LLC was incorporated in Delaware on June 26, 2016. See Delaware Department of State: Division of Corporations, File Number 6080833, available at https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/EntitySearchStatus.aspx?i=6080833&d=y, (last visited Oct. 5, 2023) (showing date of incorporation in 2016 as the only recorded event).
companies. What’s more, the patents this VLSI asserted here were acquired from yet another long-defunct third party, and bear no connection to the original *nom de guerre*. It does, however, have well-heeled overseers. VLSI’s existence and litigation campaign has been financed and directed by Fortress Investment Group and their investors, a private global investment manager with more than $50 billion in managed investments. Its *raison d’être* is to earn a return on investment tied to the patents it litigates.

While unusual in its structure, it’s not alone. It is part of an ever-growing number of civil litigants funded in some way by third parties—otherwise known as third-party litigation funders (TPLFs). These arrangements, if written and implemented correctly and handled ethically, are legal. As a new investment class generally called third-party litigation financing (“TPLF”), it is one of the least-understood developments in modern litigation. TPLF is generally defined, per government reports, as “an arrangement in which a funder that is not a party to a lawsuit agrees to provide nonrecourse funding to a litigant or law firm in exchange for an interest in the potential

---

12 See VLSI Technology LLC Webpage, [available at](https://www.vlsitechnologyllc.com/) (last accessed Oct. 5, 2023) (noting that VLSI “manages a portfolio of semiconductor patents” and listing just two employees, both with long patent licensing and litigation experience).
13 The patents were originally filed for and assigned to a Sigmatel, Inc., a Texas-based chip company that was acquired by Freescale Semiconductor in 2008, which NXP in turn bought in 2015. Eran Zur, the head of the IP group at Fortress, was the authorized signatory on some of those transfers. See Richard Lloyd, *Former NXP Patents assed against Intel by entity with possible Ties to Fortress*; See USPTO Assignment Record Reel 17, 048349/0169, [available at](https://assignment.uspto.gov/patent/index.html#patent/search/resultAbstract?id=7725759&type=patNum) (showing assignment from NXP USA, Inc. to VLSI Technology, LLC in 2019, amidst other releases and secured interests).
15 Fortress IP, for their part, avers that it is not a litigation funder, but instead invests in distressed companies like a private equity fund, turns them around, and generates licensing revenue. See [FORTRESS](https://www.fortress.com/businesses/credit) (listing IP as an “opportunistic credit industry specialty”).
16 *At Least 25% of the Last 3 Years NPE Litigation Caused by Litigation Investment Entities (LIEs)*, [UNIFIED PATENTS](Feb. 21, 2023), [https://www.unifiedpatents.com/insights/2023/2/21/litigation-investment-entities-the-investors-behind-the-curtain](https://perma.cc/K8S6-SFUP).
recovery in a lawsuit.” Much like private equity funds, they seek a higher return on investment than the public markets offer, in exchange for a lack of liquidity and a longer timeline of investment.

Third-party funders can be grouped into three categories: dedicated funders, multi-strategy funders, and \textit{ad hoc} funders. Dedicated funders, which account for most of the TPLF capital available, specialize in litigation financing, fund portfolios of litigations, and exercise complete control over the funding. Multi-strategy funders are typically hedge funds or fund managers that have an established litigation finance subdivision and treat their IP funds as a recurring “sidecar” investment. \textit{Ad hoc} funders are typically hedge funds, private investors, or family offices that only occasionally participate in financing of particular litigations. Litigation funders generally fund plaintiffs, but some fund defendants as well.

---


18 \textit{See U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Private Equity Funds, Investor.gov, available at https://www.investor.gov/introduction-investing/investing-basics/investment-products/private-investment-funds/private-equity (last visited Oct. 5, 2023) (noting that “a private equity fund is a pooled investment vehicle where the adviser pools together the money invested in the fund by all the investors and uses that money to make investments on behalf of the fund,” but that, “Unlike mutual funds or hedge funds, however, private equity firms often focus on long-term investment opportunities in assets that take time to sell with an investment time horizon typically of 10 or more years.”).}


21 \textit{Id.}

22 \textit{Id.}

23 \textit{Id.}

As TPLF continues to grow, more funders have emerged and more patent litigators have begun to embrace it. As civil litigation claims are generally viewed as a non-correlated asset (i.e., not rising or falling with the market), they are attractive to funders trying to hedge market risk while maintaining above-market returns (in the patent space, anything more than a 20% internal rate of return (“IRR”)). From 2010 to 2021, third-party funding of patent litigation steadily grew from almost no detectable amount to more than 30% of cases being known as funded. In 2022, per industry reports that likely capture less than half of all funding, patent litigation comprised 21% of all capital commitments from third-party funders. Per them, at least 44 investment firms actively acknowledge funding suits, with many funding patent litigation suits. The same reports note investment firms collectively managed a known $13.4 billion and planned to invest $3.2 billion for new deals (per what deals the report had access to). On average, these active funders invested $8.6 million in each deal.

Undoubtedly, TPLF has been a boon for the volume of commercial litigation being brought, and has spawned a whole industry around the new asset class, though there is continuing concern about the industry’s lack of transparency. These litigation funders largely enjoy

---

25 See Ryan Davis, Patent Suits Mostly Stayed Level in 2022, Yet Appeals Fell, LAW360 (Feb. 15, 2023, 12:14 AM), law360.com/articles/1573847 [https://perma.cc/UZX5-ZSL6] (interviewing attorney Jason Balich of Wolf Greenfield & Sacks PC, who notes that “patent litigation is totally independent from the stock market” and that contributes to “all of the interest in litigation funding” in part “because it is sort of a constant return, no matter what happens in the larger economy”).
26 Ray, supra note 5, at 5; WESTFLEET ADVISORS, supra note 8, at 6.
27 Id. at 3.
29 WESTFLEET ADVISORS, supra note 8, at 3.
30 Id. at 5.
anonymity, even from the judges their cases were brought before, generally keeping funding arrangements, organizational status, and ownership and details of control—or lack thereof—private. These arrangements have now come under scrutiny from courts, government, scholars, and the public for, among other things, potential conflicts of interest, appearances of control, and ethical concerns in the litigation.

Judges, governmental officials, defendants, and the public rarely know if a third-party funder is backing a plaintiff. According to a recent Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) report on litigation funding, no government body is aware of who funds these cases, who controls or influences them, or what promises are made to investors. And in recent testimony before the House Oversight Committee, Professor Maya Steinitz, who is the leading scholar on TPLF, testified that “there are no laws that directly require” disclosure of third-party litigation financing, that the “total number” and rate of return are “private information,” and that “without regulation there is no way” to determine the extent of litigation finance.

---

33 See Leslie Stahl, Litigation Funding: A multibillion-dollar industry for investments in lawsuits with little oversight, 60 Minutes (CBS, July 23, 2023, 7:00 PM), available at https://www.cbsnews.com/news/litigation-funding-60-minutes-transcript-2023-07-23/ (noting that “in most cases, litigation funders remain anonymous in court”).

34 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 7.1(a)(1) (outlined the limited filing requirements for party disclosure, which do not include disclosure of funding agreements, corporate structure, control, or other such party-specific information).

35 See Maya Steinitz, Follow the Money? A Proposed Approach for Disclosure of Litigation Finance Agreements, 1073 UC Davis L. Rev. 53 at fn. 88 (2019) (noting the various objections and concerns litigation funding may raise, and also noting that “under such circumstances probing, for example who controls the litigation—whether it is the client or the funder—takes on a heightened significance”); see, e.g., Andrew E. Russel, Chief Judge Connolly Orders Briefing on Court’s Authority to Issue Its Standing Order re Disclosure Statements, IPDE (Oct. 17, 2022), https://ipde.com/blog/2022/10/17/chief-judge-connolly-orders-briefing-on-courts-authority-to-issue-its-standing-order-re-disclosure-statements/ [https://perma.cc/3Y9J-X4KR].


37 A brief testimonial exchange between Professor Steinitz and Representative Tim Burchett is as follows:

---

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4527378
Patent litigation adds a wrinkle. Uniquely, the practice of using holding-company LLC NPEs in patent cases to defray risk adds an additional layer of complexity that makes it even more difficult to identify who controls or directs the litigation.\textsuperscript{38} This secrecy is often by design; NPEs have in the past elected to dismiss cases entirely rather than disclose the identity and structure of their funders in the courts.\textsuperscript{39} In other cases, some have voluntarily or selectively disclosed funding—say, a local university’s retirement fund—ostensibly when it provides some benefit to them to do so.\textsuperscript{40}

This lack of transparency can harm investors, who take what little insight into their investments they have from the funds themselves and often cannot use outside parties, consultants, or public reports to assess whether their investments are in fact sound. Indeed, one recent example,

\textbf{Q:} Are there federal laws that require the disclosure of third-party litigation financing?

\textbf{A:} Currently there are no laws that directly require that, no.

\textbf{Q:} Do you know the total number of litigation investors operating in the US?

\textbf{A:} No, the total number is not known.

\textbf{Q:} Do you generally know the rate of return for these investors?

\textbf{A:} No, that is also private information. …

\textbf{Q:} Without federal regulations is it possible to determine the extent to which non-US persons or entities are engaged in third-party litigation funding?

\textbf{A:} No, without regulation there is no way to do so.

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{38} See \textit{infra} Section IV.B.1. and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{39} Mann, \textit{supra} note 5.

\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., Nathalie Allen Prince and David Hunt, \textit{Increasingly Mandatory Litigation Disclosure of Third-Party Litigation Funding}, Financier Worldwide, Nov. 2018, available at \url{https://www.financierworldwide.com/increasingly-mandatory-disclosure-of-third-party-funding-in-arbitration} (noting, in the UK context, that “In investment arbitrations, some funded parties have made voluntary disclosures,” citing a funder’s press release related to Oxus Gold v. Uzbekistan, but noting it is “not common, with most parties option not to disclose”).
Validity Capital, demonstrates the risk investors bear in seeking these high returns in a volatile, undisclosed private market. TowerBrook Capital, the private equity firm that helped launch Validity Capital, decided recently to discontinue financing it, purportedly because the company “wasn’t creating enterprise value apart from cases,” leading to layoffs of over half the staff, seemingly leading to them wrapping up the fund. Woodsford Group Ltd., the UK-based leader who maintaining a whole portfolio of litigation financed claims, announced recently it was selling off its portfolio of US legal claims to focus on large class-action suits. Others—write-downs by SpectralLegal ($100m), Novatis, and VFS Legal Limited (owing $40m as it entered bankruptcy) in the more-disclosed UK litigation finance markets—further demonstrate some real-world concern as to the soundness of investments. Yet simultaneously, other investors are plunging headlong into such investments—like a recent $552 million lending deal with Pogust Goodhead based on ESG-related class action lawsuits in Brazil and the EU related to mining and “Dieselgate” claims. As of late 2023, at least to the authors, there does seem to be anecdotal

---

41 See Roy Strom, Litigation Funder Cuts Staff as Backer Slashes Future Commitment, BLOOMBERG L., June 2, 2023, available at https://news.bloomberglaw.com/business-and-practice/litigation-funder-cuts-staff-as-backer-slashes-future-commitment. Validity was forced to cut most of its staff, downsize, and apparently wind down or at least reduce its investments after Towerbrook Capital pulled out; it is unclear from public reports if they are still operating. See also TowerBrook Capital Cuts Investment with Validity; Funder to Lay Off Over Half its Staff, Litigation Finance Journal, June 2, 2023 (paywalled), available at https://litigationfinancejournal.com/towerbrook-capital-cuts-investment-with-validity-funder-to-lay-off-over-half-its-staff/.

42 Id.


44 See John Hyde, Legal Funder SpectaLegal plunges from $100m war chest to potential strike-off, Law Gazette, Oct. 4 2023, available at https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/legal-funder-spirals-from-100m-war-chest-to-imminent-closure/5117439.article?utm_source=litigationfinanceinsider.com&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=funder-closes-down-shop-legal-unicorn-secures-552-million-investment (discussing losses at litigation funders SpectaLegal, Novatis, and VFS Legal have all lead to the UK equivalent of bankruptcy, and detailing the U.S. investor Waterfall Legal Management’s involvement with SpectaLegal: noting that “the tightening of the claims market, the failure to capitalise on certain areas of claims, and the slowing down of the civil justice process has cast a long shadow over the litigation finance market.”).

45 Tom Fish, Pogust Goodhead Inks $552m Litigation Investment Deal, Law360 https://www.law360.com/environmental/articles/1727873/pogust-goodhead-inks-552m-litigation-investment-deal.
evidence of an increased emphasis on less risky, more-likely-to-settle class action suits over other forms of investment, though the markets are opaque on this point.

Courts, investors, and state governments have occasionally—fitfully—sought to emend this lack of transparency. The most common proposals are for simple disclosures, either to a governmental body or to a court or decisionmaker hearing a funded dispute. This often includes disclosure of litigation funding agreements. Examples of state laws regulating non-commercial litigation funding, and some regulating and requiring disclosure of commercial litigation in certain states, abound.46 Judges, as we will discuss below, often require standing or ad hoc disclosures. Investors, for their part, have occasionally sued funders, asking for disclosure and relief when the investments fail to live up to the promised returns.47 And the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (“Advisory Committee”) is examining proposals that would amend the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”) to include a TPLF disclosure requirement.48 This TPLF disclosure requirement would expand on existing disclosure requirements based on corporate structure and holdings.49 One comment the Advisory Committee considered compared the Committee’s previous debate about insurance agreement disclosures to the current debate

46 For a partial list of various state regulations and state judicial disclosure rules, see generally Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory & Natsis LLP, Characterization of Litigation Funding Loan Proves Costly to Litigation Finance Lender; Burford Capital, Litigation Funding Comparable Guide; Woodsford, Litigation Funding: United States—and Other Key Jurisdictions; and GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 1.


48 See infra Section IV.B. and accompanying text.

49 Id.
about TPLF disclosures. Although some dismiss this comparison per differences between insurance and litigation financing, new TPLF developments, especially those arising in the context of patent litigation, challenge existing preconceptions about litigation financing and make the comparison worth re-evaluating.

This Article analyzes TPLF disclosure requirements in the context of patent litigation. Part II examines the history of TPLF in Europe, Australia, and the United States. Part III provides an overview of TPLF laws, regulations, and caselaw in the United States with a focus on Texas, California, and Delaware. Part IV describes NPEs and explains why patent litigation financing is on the rise. Part V begins by providing context about TPLF disclosures before looking to the Advisory Committee’s debate about insurance disclosures as it relates to the current debate about TPLF disclosures, concludes that uniform federal judicial disclosure requirements are long overdue, and proposes amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26 and 7. Part VI briefly concludes.

I. A Brief History of Litigation Financing in Common-Law Systems

Non-party money has long influenced judicial systems. In the U.S., candidates in state judicial elections receive donations from partisan organizations to fund their campaigns, and wealthy donors and other third parties often fund special interest groups that file amicus briefs at the Supreme Court. In the United States, contingency fee arrangements have historically allowed law firms to “front” the costs of litigation, effectively working for free contingent upon being paid

---

from the proceeds of a case;\textsuperscript{53} though they are often regulated here. Contingency fee arrangements were effectively barred from contentious matters in the United Kingdom until 2012; they are now regulated.\textsuperscript{54} Today, many litigants finance their claims, directly or indirectly, through a myriad of financial products to help them achieve their business and legal goals.\textsuperscript{55} In this regard, many view litigation financing as just the latest way non-party money influences the judicial system.

The modern litigation financing regime arose following the slow elimination of the champerty and maintenance doctrines at common law in the U.S.\textsuperscript{56} These two common law doctrines long restricted outside interests in legal claims.\textsuperscript{57} Litigation financing first emerged in England and Australia after the legislature and judiciary in each of these countries helped abolish champerty and maintenance.\textsuperscript{58} Once litigation financing gained a foothold in these countries, it quickly became regulated, either through common law, or by their governments—a bit more tightly in the end in the UK than in Australia.\textsuperscript{59} By comparison, the U.S. has trended toward abolishing and replacing champerty and maintenance state-by-state.\textsuperscript{60} Litigation financing in the


\textsuperscript{55} See INS. INFORMATION INST., \textit{WHAT IS THIRD-PARTY FUNDING AND HOW DOES IT AFFECT INSURANCE PRICING AND AFFORDABILITY} 7, triple_i_third_party_litigation_wp_07272022.pdf (iii.org).

\textsuperscript{56} See \textit{infra} Section I.C. and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{59} See generally Steinitz, 95 \textit{MINN. L. REV.}, at 1275-86.

\textsuperscript{60} See generally Burford Capital, \textit{Litigation Funding Comparable Guide}; Woodsford, \textit{Litigation Funding: United States—and Other Key Jurisdictions}. 
United States has never been regulated by the federal government, but some states have litigation financing regulations.  

A. Maintenance and Champerty

Maintenance and champerty are two longstanding common-law doctrines at the heart of the debate over third-party litigation financing. Maintenance is the “[i]mproper assistance in prosecuting or defending a lawsuit given to a litigant by someone who has no bona fide interest in the case.” Champerty is maintenance coupled with “an agreement to divide litigation proceeds between the owner of the litigated claim and a party unrelated to the lawsuit who supports or helps enforce the claim.” A common-law doctrine closely related to maintenance is barratry, the “[v]exatious incitement to litigation.” In other words, “maintenance is helping another prosecute a suit; champerty is maintaining a suit in return for a financial interest in the outcome; and barratry is a continuing practice of maintenance or champerty.”

At English common law, there were two types of maintenance: manutenentia ruralis and manutenentia curialis. Manutenentia ruralis (maintenance in the country) involved “assist[ing] another in his pretensions to certain lands, or stir[ing] up quarrels and suits in the country in relation to matters wherein he was in no way concerned.” Manutenentia curialis (maintenance in a court of justice) involved “officiously intermeddled in a suit . . . by assisting either party with money or otherwise, in the prosecution or defense of any suit.” This type of maintenance has three species:

---

61 See FN 59, supra.
62 U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., supra note 7, at 4.
68 H. A. Wood, Annotation, Offense of Barratry; Criminal Aspects of Champerty and Maintenance, 139 A.L.R. 620 § 2.b.2.
69 Id.
maintaining a suit without regard for the thing in suit (maintenance); maintaining a suit in exchange for part of the thing in suit (champterty); and attempting to corrupt or influence a jury to favor one side over the other (embracery).\textsuperscript{70} One of the earliest maintenance statutes prevented the King’s officers from profiting off lawsuits,\textsuperscript{71} while another forbade lords of the court and their stewards from supporting lawsuits with the intent of extorting settlements.\textsuperscript{72} These statutes provided civil and criminal remedies;\textsuperscript{73} lawmakers directed them at “maintainers who held official positions”\textsuperscript{74} as a means to prevent profiteering and abuse.

Today, champterty remains the most common bar to TPLF in common law jurisdictions, even though a growing number of countries and states have created exceptions for TPLF or abolished champterty altogether.\textsuperscript{75} Financing a lawsuit in exchange for a portion of the litigation proceeds directly violates most laws of champterty.\textsuperscript{76} In contrast, TPLF rarely violates laws of barratry, because funders usually become involved after a dispute arises.\textsuperscript{77}

**B. TPLF in Australia**

Litigation financing in Australia is heavily intertwined with class action litigation. In the early 1990s, Australia legalized domestic class action lawsuits, and several Australian states decriminalized maintenance and champterty.\textsuperscript{78} These contemporaneous developments prompted several funders to start funding class action lawsuits,\textsuperscript{79} and funders—who vote with their wallets—

\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 60.
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 65.
\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 64.
\textsuperscript{75} See infra Section II.B–C and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{77} Id.
\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., *The Maintenance, Champtery and Barratry Abolition Act 1993* (NSW) ss 3. 4; *Wrongs Act* 1958 (Vic) s 32; *Crimes Act* 1958 (Vic) s 322A.
\textsuperscript{79} Because all opt-in plaintiffs request to be part of the class action, it is easier for financiers to identify all the plaintiffs in the class action and gather the necessary signatures for a litigation funding agreement directly with all plaintiffs. Id.
realized that TPLF was effective in the class action context.\textsuperscript{80} Eventually, the High Court of Australia in \textit{Campbells Cash and Carry Pty Ltd v. Fostif Pty Ltd} recognized class action TPLF as legal, holding that it was “[not] contrary to public policy or leading to any abuse of process.”\textsuperscript{81}

After \textit{Fostif}, the Australian courts started to scrutinize TPLF while the Australian government pursued a legislative agenda that helped expand litigation financing. In \textit{Brookfield Multiplex Funds Management Pty Ltd v. International Litigation Funding Partners Pty Ltd}, the Federal Court of Australia opened the door to TPLF regulation in when the court held that TPLF arrangements constituted managed investment schemes within the meaning of Section 9 of the Corporations Act.\textsuperscript{82} Consequently, these managed investment schemes could only be registered\textsuperscript{83} and managed by a public company holding an Australian Financial Services License (AFSL).\textsuperscript{84} However, the Australian Parliament passed several regulations shortly after the Court’s decision that exempted litigation funders from the regulatory obligations associated with managed investment schemes so long as the funders managed conflicts of interest.\textsuperscript{85}

In response to growing calls for TPLF regulation, the Australian government significantly expanded regulatory requirements for litigation financing. In 2020, the Federal Treasurer of Australia announced that litigation funders would be required to hold an ASFL after August 22, 2020.\textsuperscript{86} Additionally, the decision forced funders to comply with the managed investment scheme

\textsuperscript{80} Unlike class actions in the United States, which have an opt-out (or “open”) structure, class actions in Australia have an opt-in (or “closed”) structure. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Campbells Cash and Carry Pty Ltd v. Fostif Pty Ltd} [2006] 229 CLR 386, 434 (Austl.).

\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Brookfield Multiplex Funds Management Pty Ltd v. International Litigation Funding Partners Pty Ltd} [2009] 180 FCR 11 (Austl.).

\textsuperscript{83} Section 601ED of the Corporations Act, where any of the criteria in Section 601ED(1) are met, subject to Sections 601ED(2) and (2A).

\textsuperscript{84} Section 601FA of the Corporations Act.

\textsuperscript{85} Corporations Amendment Regulation 2012 (No. 6) (Cth).

regime under Chapter 5C of the Corporations Act. However, this part of the treasury’s regulation was indirectly struck down by the Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia in 2023 when it reversed its earlier decision in *Multiplex* by holding that TPLF arrangements are not managed investment schemes. In response to this decision, the Australian government proposed amendments to the Corporations Regulations 2001 that would exempt litigation funders from the managed investment scheme provisions of the Corporations Act. This longer existence and regulation of funded claims in Australia contrasts with the United Kingdom, which lagged behind Australia in adoption.

**C. TPLF in the United Kingdom**

One can trace the modern litigation finance regime in the United Kingdom back to the 1967 Criminal Law Act, which decriminalized maintenance and champerty. This opened the possibility that the courts or the legislature would allow third-party litigation financing in certain contexts. In the 1990s, Parliament passed the Courts and Legal Services Act, which legalized no-win, no-fee conditional fee agreements (“CFAs”). This “spared clients from necessary legal fees they could not afford and enabled lawyers to earn ‘success fees’ on top of their typical rates.” By legalizing CFAs, Parliament also implicitly legalized TPLF because funders could enter CFAs

---

87 Id.
88 *LCM Funding Pty Ltd v. Stanwell Corporation Limited (Stanwell)* [2022] FCAFC 103 (Austl.).
92 *A Brief History of Litigation Finance*, supra note 28.
with plaintiffs where the funder finances the lawsuit in exchange for a portion of the judgment.\textsuperscript{93} In 1999, Parliament passed the Access to Justice Act, a law that expanded litigation financing by allowing prevailing litigants to “pass success fees and insurance premiums associated with CFAs onto their opponents”\textsuperscript{94} under the United Kingdom’s “loser pays” rule.\textsuperscript{95} Additionally, the Act introduced after-the-event (“ATE”) insurance to protect litigants against losses in unsuccessful cases.\textsuperscript{96}

At the turn of the century, several appellate courts began ruling on aspects of litigation financing. In the 2003 decision \textit{R (Factortame Ltd) v. Secretary of State for Transport, Local Government and the Regions (No 8)}, the England and Wales Court of Appeals (“Court of Appeals”) declared that third-party litigation financing was not “contrary to public policy under the vestigial remnants of the law of champerty.”\textsuperscript{97} Shortly thereafter, the Court of Appeals in \textit{Arkin v Borchard Lines Ltd (Nos 2 and 3)} held that funders should “be potentially liable for the costs of the opposing party to the extent of the funding provided” under the “loser pays” rule.\textsuperscript{98} This so-called “\textit{Arkin} cap” was later held to not always apply in cases with funders.\textsuperscript{99}

Although TPLF had not been \textit{per se} federally regulated in the UK, the UK Supreme Court recently held that TPLF is subject to \textit{existing} regulations. In the 2023 decision \textit{R (on the application of PACCAR Inc and others) v Competition Appeal Tribunal and others}, the UK Supreme Court held that most litigation funding agreements are damage-based agreements that must comply with

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{93} Lake Whillans, \textit{supra} note 48.
  \item \textsuperscript{95} See Mark S. Stein, \textit{The English Rule with Client-to-Lawyer Risk Shifting: A Speculative Appraisal}, 71 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 603, 603 (1995) (discussing how the losing party pays the other party’s legal costs in the United Kingdom).
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Lake Whillans, \textit{supra} note 48; Access to Justice Act, \textit{supra} note 100.
  \item \textsuperscript{97} \textit{R (Factortame Ltd) v. Secretary of State for Transport, Local Government and the Regions (No 8)} [2002] EWCA (Civ) 932 [91], [2003] QB 381 [91] (Eng.).
  \item \textsuperscript{98} \textit{Arkin v Borchard Lines Ltd (Nos 2 and 3)} [2005] 1 WLR 3055 [41] (Eng.).
  \item \textsuperscript{99} Chapelgate Credit Opportunity Master Fund Ltd v Money and others [2020] EWCA Civ 246.
\end{itemize}
the Damages Based-Agreements Regulation 2013.\textsuperscript{100} Prior to the Court’s decision, most funders assumed litigation financing agreements were not damages-based agreements, and therefore not regulated under the regulatory regime for damages-based agreements.\textsuperscript{101} Consequently, the decision immediately rendered many litigation funding agreements unenforceable and barred most litigation funding agreements in opt-out collective proceedings before the Competition Appeal Tribunal, as well as capped recovery.\textsuperscript{102} This all stands in contrast to the more recent adoption of litigation finance in the United States.

D. TPLF in the United States

Shortly after TPLF first appeared in Australia and the United Kingdom in the mid-1990s, third-party attempts to finance claims began to crop up in United States courts.\textsuperscript{103} The first known instance of third-party litigation in the United States involved Wild West Funding, a business started by Las Vegas entrepreneur Perry Walton that engaged in predatory litigation financing with high-interest rate loans to plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{104} This type of litigation financing was short-lived, as the loans were generally subject to state usury laws—that is, laws that prohibit high-interest rate loans.\textsuperscript{105} To avoid these laws, funders began to fund plaintiffs’ cases in exchange for a partial financial interest in the judgment.\textsuperscript{106} This new style of funding where plaintiffs are not obligated to repay

\textsuperscript{100} R (on the application of PACCAR Inc and others) v Competition Appeal Tribunal and others, [2023] UKSC 28 [72] (Eng.)
\textsuperscript{101} Robert Wheal et al., \textit{Upheaval in the Litigation Funding Industry: UK Supreme Court Rules That Many Litigation Funding Agreements are Unenforceable}, \textsc{White \\& Case} (Aug. 2, 2023), https://www.whitecase.com/insight-alert/upheaval-litigation-funding-industry-uk-supreme-court-rules-many-litigation-funding.
\textsuperscript{102} Judgment, paragraph 13; Competition Act 1998, c. 4, § 47C(8) (Eng.).
\textsuperscript{103} Marco de Morpurgo, \textit{A Comparative Legal and Economic Approach to Third-Party Litigation Funding}, 19 \textsc{Cardozo J. Int’l’l \\& Comp. L.} 343, 362 (2011).
\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.} at 761–72
\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.} at 754.
the investor if a lawsuit is unsuccessful has become commonly known as “non-recourse financing.”

As third-party litigation financing became more prevalent, it grew more sophisticated, dividing into two subindustries: first, consumer lawsuit funding and then later, commercial lawsuit funding. Consumer litigation finance generally involves an action brought by individual plaintiffs: personal injury, divorce, small claims, as well as single-plaintiff class action and toxic tort litigation. Commercial litigation finance typically involves larger, business-related disputes such as antitrust, intellectual property, and breach of contract claims. Indeed, institutional funders began to experiment with litigation financing some forty years ago in personal injury cases. By the early 2000s, some large institutional lenders, private equity firms, and publicly traded investment companies began to experiment with large-scale commercial litigation funding with some success.

In 2005, the then-recently formed American Legal Finance Association (“ALFA”), an industry group representing the interests of litigation funders, published the ALFA Code of Conduct. The ALFA recently created the code to formalize ethical standards, fair business practices, and rules around transparency and disclosure in the litigation finance industry. Today,
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108 Popp, supra note 61, at 735.
109 Id. at 736–37.
110 Id.
112 Id.
114 Id. See also ASS’N LITIGATION FUNDERS, CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LITIGATION FUNDERS 1–5 (2018) (discussing a code of conduct for litigation funders in the United Kingdom).
the ALFA includes thirty-three member companies, most of which are firms focusing on consumer litigation financing. Accordingly, some of the largest U.S. commercial litigation finance firms, including Burford and Omni Bridgeway, are not ALFA members—unsurprising given the ALFA’s focus on financing personal injury claims and other types of consumer, rather than commercial, litigation. More recently, the large commercial litigation financers have established the International Legal Finance Association (“ILFA”), another global trade group focusing on lobbying and public relations in litigation finance. The ILFA has yet to release any sort of code of ethics or model contract.

Several larger publicly traded companies helped spearhead the growth of modern litigation financing in the United States. In 2006, investment bank Credit Suisse established its Litigation Risk Strategies group, and became one of the first known investment firms to finance commercial litigation. Credit Suisse eventually spun off the Litigation Risk Strategies group into Parabellum Capital, which has become one of the largest litigation finance companies in the United States. After 2010, a wave of U.S. firms began funding commercial litigation. Most of these firms hired lawyers to underwrite the financing, but some of these firms exclusively use computers to underwrite the financing. Today, estimates suggest the United States accounts for more than

116 Id.  
119 A Brief History of Litigation Finance, supra note 28.
121 GAO REPORT, supra note 21.
half of all global litigation financing, and about 20% of all U.S. capital commitments from third-party funders may be dedicated to patent litigation.

II.  TPLF Laws, Regulations, and Caselaw in the United States

In the absence of any historic need for federal TPLF regulation, most restriction happened in the states at common law. Since 2019, Congress has proposed several bills to regulate TPLF, but none have yet received any significant traction. Meanwhile, states have adopted a patchwork of different approaches to TPLF regulation, some more heavy-handed than others. But many of these state regulations are limited to certain claims, or are not strictly enforced.

Contemporaneously, courts have helped shape the TPLF landscape. State-specific caselaw and ad hoc standing orders related to TPLF disclosure have influenced where funded plaintiffs decide to file a lawsuit. Funded patent litigants should be familiar with the advantages and

124 WESTFLEET ADVISORS, supra note 8, at 3; see also infra Section II.B. (discussing why litigation financiers fund patent litigation).
126 Burford Capital, Litigation Funding Comparable Guide; Woodsford, Litigation Funding: United States—and Other Key Jurisdictions.
128 See RPX, Judge Connolly’s Disclosure Push in Delaware Forces Top Filer to Change Course, Feb. 22, 2023, available at https://www.rpxcorp.com/data-byte/judge-connollys-disclosure-push-in-delaware-forces-top-filer-to-change-course/ (detailing how some were already avoiding the forum as little as five months after the standing order first issued).

\textbf{A. TPLF Laws and Regulations}

Some federal agencies have the power to require disclosure or regulate TPLF in certain circumstances. The Securities and Exchange Commission’s (“SEC”) has the authority to oversee the financial industry, including publicly traded litigation funders.\footnote{GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 23.} Recently, the SEC established rules requiring private equity firms to confidentially report to the agency the percentage of their capital deployed for litigation financing.\footnote{Amendments to Form PF to Require Event Reporting for Large Hedge Fund Advisers and Private Equity Fund Advisers and to Amend Reporting Requirements for Large Private Equity Fund Advisers, 87 Fed. Reg. 9106 (Feb. 17, 2022) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. pts. 275, 279).} At the same time, recourse litigation financing is also subject to regulations from the Consumer Finance Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) “depend[ing] on the specific facts and circumstances.”\footnote{GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 24–25.} In 2017, the CFPB alleged that a funder engaged in deceptive and abusive acts and practices in violation of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 by requiring funded consumers to repay the funding at a large premium.\footnote{Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau v. RD Legal Funding, LLC, No. 1:17-cv-00890 (S.D.N.Y. filed Feb. 7, 2017).} But unless Congress passes federal TPLF legislation or the White House otherwise directs agencies’ priorities, agencies will likely continue to regulate TPLF only in limited circumstances.

Both chambers of Congress have introduced bills related to TPLF disclosure requirements. In 2019, Senator Chuck Grassley twice introduced the Litigation Funding Transparency Act of 2019, a law that would have required funded litigants to disclose the funder’s identity and the
TPLF agreement for class actions and multi-district litigation.\(^{134}\) Although both bills died in committee, Representative Darrell Issa reintroduced the same bill in 2021.\(^{135}\) Since then, the focus has shifted to foreign involvement in litigation financing. In 2023, Senators John Kennedy and Joe Manchin introduced the Protecting Our Courts from Foreign Manipulation Act of 2023. The bill requires a litigant funded by a foreign funder to disclose the identity of the funder and the contents of the TPLF agreement.\(^{136}\) The bill also bans sovereign wealth funds and foreign governments from participating in litigation financing as third-party funders.\(^{137}\) Nevertheless, states will retain the power to regulate TPLF until these bills are passed.

State TPLF laws vary widely. A handful of states have laws regulating litigation financing.\(^{138}\) These state laws may, inter alia, require funders to disclose certain funding terms in their financing agreements, impose registration or reporting requirements on funders, or limit the interest rates and fees funders can charge consumers.\(^{139}\) Some states have passed draconian laws requiring funded litigants to file their TPLF agreements with the state, or even pre-approved, and for all funders to register with the state.\(^{140}\) Other states have no TPLF laws whatsoever,\(^{141}\) but several of these states are considering TPLF bills in their respective state legislatures.\(^{142}\)

\(^{137}\) Id.
\(^{139}\) GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 49–50.
\(^{140}\) See, e.g., S.B. 269, 68th Leg. (Mont. 2023) (stating that “a consumer or the consumer’s legal representative shall, without awaiting a discovery request, disclose and deliver the litigation financing contract to all parties involved in the litigation, including all parties and their legal representatives, courts or tribunals, and insurers “with a pre-existing contractual obligation to indemnify or defend a party to the civil action.”).
\(^{141}\) GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 45–46 (indicating the states that do not have TPLF laws by omission).
\(^{142}\) Mark Popolizio, Florida (and Other States) Take Aim at Regulating Third-Party Litigation Funding, VERSIK (Mar. 29, 2023) (describing state legislatures that have introduced bills that would regulate or ban third party litigation funding).
B. Funding Where It Matters: TPLF in Texas, California, and Delaware

The vast majority of patent cases are brought in Federal Court in Texas, California, and Delaware. State courts, for their part, have long regulated champerty in the United States at common law and, more recently, via modified state statutes. The different state regulations are less relevant for funders investing in patent litigation because as Federal rights nearly all patents are tried in federal courts. The result is a fraught interaction between state regulations, state common law, federal application of the state laws, and federal preemption, which mostly results in no state regulations applying.

The vast majority of federal patent litigation is brought in just three states’ federal districts, for a myriad of forum- and judge-shopping purposes. And in Texas, Delaware, or California, state common law and statutory rules may apply, or otherwise influence, the law and practice of federal courts. Based on these interactions—or the lack thereof—federal district courts in Texas and California appear to provide fewer disclosure requirements for funders. Comparatively, Delaware is an outlier. (Although it might offer some solace to those opposed to disclosure requirements that Delaware state law permits some funding arrangements.) These jurisdictions are markedly different compared to states where the practice is outright banned or strict agreement registration systems require funders to record agreements with a state authority prior to filing suit.
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1. TPLF in Texas Courts

Although barratry\textsuperscript{151} remains illegal\textsuperscript{152} in Texas state courts, the common law has never fully incorporated the doctrine of champerty.\textsuperscript{153} Among the limited courts that have dealt directly with this issue publicly, at least one Texas state court has held that one litigation funding agreement between an investor and a petroleum company did not violate public policy.\textsuperscript{154} The court reasoned that the agreement did not “prey on financially desperate plaintiffs,” did not “give third parties control over litigation in which those parties have no interests at stake,” and did not “prolong litigation by inhibiting plaintiffs from settling lawsuits.”\textsuperscript{155} Nevertheless, the Texas State Bar generally advises lawyers representing clients on a contingency fee basis not to enter into litigation funding agreements with lending companies.\textsuperscript{156}

As litigation financing became more common in the state, the various courts began to address (and be called to address) whether the identity of the funder and the contents of the TPLF agreement should be disclosed in court.\textsuperscript{157} Several federal courts in Texas have concluded that they may protect litigation funding documents subject to a non-disclosure agreement under the work-product doctrine.\textsuperscript{158} But at least one federal court ordered the disclosure of a litigation

\begin{small}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[151] See State Bar of Tex. v. Kilpatrick, 874 S.W.2d 656, 658 n.2 (Tex. 1994) (“Barratry is the solicitation of employment to prosecute or defend a claim with intent to obtain a personal benefit.”).
\item[153] See Bentinck v. Franklin, 38 Tex. 458, 468 (1873) (“[T]here is no act of the legislature of Texas, and no rule of law established by her courts, which defines such an offense as champerty at common law.”).
\item[155] Id.
\item[156] See Texas Bar Opinion No. 576 (concluding that the proposed arrangement was “tantamount to fee splitting”).
\item[157] See, e.g., Letter to the Honorable Nathan Hecht, dated Nov. 8, 2022, Texas Civil Justice League (urging the Texas Supreme Court to adopt disclosure rules modeled on Judge Connolly’s order, noting “we support mandatory disclosure of the existence of third-party funding agreements for both consumer and commercial litigation to all parties in the litigation” at least because it would “put the court and parties on notice a funding company’s interest in the outcome of the case without intruding into the realm of attorney work product, litigation strategy, or the specific amount of funding involved,” and also because “would also help illuminate whether certain third-party funding arrangements violate Rule 5.04 of the Texas Disciplinary Rules or Professional Conduct.”).
\item[158] See, e.g., U.S. v. Ocwen Loan Servicing, 2016 WL 1031157, at *6 (E.D. Tex. Mar. 15, 2016) (finding that litigation funding documents between a realtor and a litigation funder would be used to assist future or ongoing litigation and
\end{enumerate}
\end{small}
funder’s identity as relevant, while also holding that communications with that funder remain confidential. Consequently, Texas courts, which tend to take patent cases to trial quicker than most courts, may be seen as a preferable venue for NPEs that do not want to disclose financial interests.

2. TPLF in California Courts

California has outlawed barratry, but the state “never adopted the common law doctrines of champerty or maintenance.” In turn, the California Supreme Court recognized that California has “no public policy against the funding of litigation by outsiders” and to hold otherwise would prevent “free access to the courts . . . with an assiduous search for unnamed parties.” Therefore, litigation funding agreements are and have long been enforceable in California.

Once litigation financing became more common, the courts next addressed whether the TPLF agreements should be disclosed in court. In 2018, the Northern District of California issued a standing order requiring class action representatives to disclose “any person or entity that is funding the prosecution of any claim or counterclaim” at the initial stages under Rule 3–15, or, if arising later, in connection with a party’s Case Management Statement. But California courts

that a non-disclosure agreement reduced the chances the funding documents would come into an adversary’s possession); Mondis Tech. Ltd. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 2011 WL 1714304, at *3 (E.D. Tex. May 4, 2011) (finding that litigation funding documents between an NPE and a litigation funder would be used to aid future litigation and that a non-disclosure agreement reduced the chances funding documents would come into an adversary’s possession).

See U.S. v. Homeward Residential Inc., 2016 WL 1031154, at *5–*6 (E.D. Tex. March 15, 2016) (finding the names of the litigation funders relevant to the claim under the Local Rules but protecting the litigation funding information is protected under the work product doctrine).


See Cal. Penal Code § 158 (“[B]arratry is the practice of exciting groundless judicial proceedings.”).


See California Bar Opinion No. 14-0002 (discussing how champerty and maintenance are not barriers to litigation financing in California).

Standing Order for All Judges of the North District of California Contents of Joint Case Management Statement (N.D. Cal. Nov. 1, 2018) (only applies to class-action lawsuits).
have refused to extend this disclosure requirement to individual plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{166} And like Texas courts, California courts have also concluded that they will protect litigation funding agreements subject to non-disclosure agreements under the work-product doctrine.\textsuperscript{167} Consequently, NPEs that do not want to disclose financial interests may prefer California over Delaware, though not over Texas.\textsuperscript{168}

3. **TPLF in Delaware**

Delaware state courts have long recognized, and continue to observe, the doctrines of champerty and maintenance.\textsuperscript{169} However, at least one Delaware court has recognized that litigation financing does not amount to champerty or maintenance.\textsuperscript{170} The court reasoned that the TPLF agreement did not impermissibly grant the funder control over the litigation amounting to “officious intermeddling” or an “assignment of a claim.”\textsuperscript{171}

As more plaintiffs opted into TPLF arrangements, discovery disputes surrounding TPLF agreements became more common. Some Delaware judges have prevented witnesses from testifying about funding agreements\textsuperscript{172} and denied discovery requests where the defendant failed to establish relevancy.\textsuperscript{173} Others have ordered discovery where the defendant successfully
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\textsuperscript{167} See Odyssey Wireless, Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co., 2016 WL 7665898, at *5–*6 (S.D. Cal. Sept. 20, 2016) (acknowledging that the funding agreement was created in anticipation of litigation and the funder had a common interest in the litigation); see also Space Data Corporation v. Google LLC, No. 16–CV–03260, 2018 WL 3054797, at *1 (N.D. Cal. June 11, 2018) (concluding that a plaintiff’s discussions with a potential funder were not relevant and therefore not discoverable).

\textsuperscript{168} Frenkel & Sanabria, supra note 97.


\textsuperscript{170} Id. at *4–*5.

\textsuperscript{171} Id.

\textsuperscript{172} See AVM Techs., LLC v. Intel Corp., No. CV 15-33-RGA, 2017 WL 1787562, at *3 (D. Del. May 1, 2017) (concluding that the funding arrangements were irrelevant to testimony about a patent licensing agreement).

\textsuperscript{173} See United Access Techs., LLC v. AT&T Corp., No. CV 11-338-LPS, 2020 WL 3128269, at *2 (D. Del. June 12, 2020) (The defendant “failed to articulate how [the funding materials] . . . are relevant to the specified claims or defenses of this case.”).
established relevancy. Delaware courts, like Texas and California courts, have also recognized that communications with funders may be protected from discovery under the work-product doctrine but have also allowed discovery into communications and funder work product.

Apart from discovery disputes involving TPLF agreements, at least one Delaware Judge is requesting the identities of third-party funders. In 2022, the District Court of Delaware’s Chief Judge Colm F. Connolly issued a standing order in his cases requiring litigants before him to disclose the “identity, address, . . . [and] place of formation” of the funder, the extent to which the funder’s approval is needed for “litigation or settlement decisions,” and a “brief description of the nature of the [third-party funder’s] financial interest.” The Court based the nearly-identical order on a similar standing order in place in the District of New Jersey and enforced ad hoc by other federal judges. In response to the order, some NPEs have refused to file new cases in the District of Delaware, for fear of drawing Judge Connolly.

As litigation financing becomes more commonplace, courts in Texas, California, and Delaware will likely continue to address discovery and disclosure disputes related to litigation financing. Courts will likely remain divided over whether TPLF agreements are discoverable,
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174 See Cirba Inc. v. VMWare, Inc., C.A. No. 19-742-GBW (D. Del. Apr. 18, 2023) (finding evidence about litigation funding discoverable because it is relevant to the value of the asserted patents).
176 See Leader Technologies Inc. v. Facebook Inc., 719 F. Supp. 2d 373, 377 (D. Del. 2010) (finding no common interest between a funder and a plaintiff); Acceleration Bay LLC v. Activision Blizzard, Inc., No. CV 16-453-RGA, 2018 WL 798731, at *3 (D. Del. Feb. 9, 2018) (finding no common interest because there was no “written agreement at the time of the communications” and the funding documents were provided “before any agreement was reached between the Plaintiff and [Defendant], and before any litigation was filed”).
177 Standing Order Regarding Third-Party Litigation Funding Arrangements (D. Del. Apr. 18, 2022) (does not apply to all judges).
especially if the case involves patent infringement. Additionally, courts will likely continue experimenting with standing orders related to litigation financing. These developments will likely affect where funded litigants choose to litigate.

III. NPEs AND TPLF

At first blush, patent litigation is, perhaps, not the ideal candidate for litigation financing.\(^{180}\) In recent years, though, it has become far more commonplace, and given the frequency and amount of money judgments emanating from certain federal courtrooms is now seen as a high-risk, high-reward proposition.\(^ {181}\) While commenters see it as overly complex and volatile, there are many incentives and statutory benefits plaintiffs have in patent litigation, such as the lack of any intent requirement,\(^ {182}\) the economic nature of patent damages,\(^ {183}\) and the relative ease of establishing venue, standing, and other justiciability doctrines.\(^ {184}\) The common practice of plaintiffs assigning their patents to a single-member NPE shell company offers several strategic advantages and simplifications personal and other commercial litigation may lack.\(^ {185}\) Accordingly, patent litigation has in recent years grown by leaps and bounds as a robust target for litigation financing.\(^ {186}\)

A. The Rise of NPEs\(^ {187}\)


\(^{181}\) Id.


\(^{184}\) See Peter S. Menell et al., PATENT CASE MANAGEMENT JUDICIAL GUIDE (3rd ed. 2016) (discussing venue, standing, and other justiciability doctrines in patent law).

\(^{185}\) See infra Section III.A. and accompanying text.


\(^{187}\) For additional background and information, see generally FTC, Patent Assertion Entity Activity,
Non-practicing shell companies are a widely used strategy among claimants\(^{188}\) and have heavily influenced modern patent litigation.\(^{189}\) NPEs are defined as “[a] person or company that acquires patents with no intent to use, further develop, produce, or market the patented invention.”\(^{190}\) NPEs—often pejoratively referred to as “patent trolls”—provide extra protection against veil-piercing inquiries threatening their limited liability protection.\(^{191}\) They thus serve as a liability shield, as well as offer tax incentives, and they simplify plaintiff-side strategy, often preventing or at least hindering retaliatory countersuits.\(^{192}\) NPEs date as far back as the late 1800s, when patent attorney George Selden filed a patent for a “road engine” and used his holding company, the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, to enforce his patent.\(^{193}\) Today, approximately 60% of all patent litigation stems from NPEs, and most of these suits target high technology—i.e., computer, device, and software—companies.\(^{194}\) Licensors, aggregators, or litigation funders set up many NPES—some of whom acquire patent portfolios from bankrupt or insolvent companies—who seek to enforce these patents in litigation campaigns, then reinvest


\(^{190}\) *Nonpracticing Entity*, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019).


\(^{194}\) 2022 *Patent Dispute Report*, supra note 5.
profits into the next purchase and entity. Nevertheless, many NPEs frame their ensuing litigation as a David-versus-Goliath battle to hold large companies accountable. Of course, operating companies also employ holding companies to defray risk and simplify offensive suits against competitors. Some NPEs employ file-and-settle tactics by sending demand letters to a large swath of defendants and asking for lump-sum licensing fees below the cost of litigation.

Some file-and-settle NPEs follow the modus operandi of IP Edge, one of the most active NPE aggregators. This involves incorporating a new LLC for each patent portfolio and listing an unaffiliated individual as the sole managing member. The newly named owner typically has no online presence and no previous experience with IP management. The LLC’s headquarters is a virtual office, like a post office box or a virtual address rented online, located in the judicial district where the lawsuit is filed. And while litigants must disclose parent organizations with a financial interest in the litigation, NPEs often state they do not have any parent organization.

---


198 Kenton, supra note 126.


202 Id.

203 Id.

either hiding ownership behind a web of other corporate entities, or relying on private contracting, ostensibly in an attempt to obfuscate ownership.\textsuperscript{205} This obscures counterclaims for fees and may insulate the organizing entities from liability.\textsuperscript{206}

But anonymity is just one of many reasons litigants prefer using patent holding companies to sue. These NPEs afford plaintiffs several important tax and strategic advantages. Because NPEs do not have any products, and therefore no lost profits, NPE litigants often seek inflated royalties.\textsuperscript{207} Non-capitalized NPE shell companies also pass through licensing revenue, maintain no assets or working capital, and use insolvency to avoid sanctions and increasingly common (but rarely collected) fee-shifting awards.\textsuperscript{208} NPEs are also tax-advantaged,\textsuperscript{209} and can handle discovery requests far more easily than corporate defendants.\textsuperscript{210} Other plaintiffs use shell companies to conceal the identity of the parent company and shift legal liability to the shell company’s managing member.\textsuperscript{211} The Federal Trade Commission also notes NPE shell companies can interfere with licensing agreements because they “obscure the identity of the individuals and entities that share in [NPE] licensing proceeds.” This “frustrate[s] the licensee’s ability to determine whether it has already licensed the claimed technology through a cross-license or other arrangement with another

\textsuperscript{205} Conrad & Wyatt, supra note 138.
\textsuperscript{209} Kenton, supra note 126.
\textsuperscript{210} See Oczek, supra note 143 (noting that NPEs, unlike operating companies, have fewer documents and witnesses).
\textsuperscript{211} See infra note 218 and accompanying text.
party.” NPEs may negotiate new non-exclusive license agreements that are more favorable to the NPE than previously negotiated license agreements to exploit this informational asymmetry—or in some cases, where the party is unaware it is already licensed.

B. TPLF and Patent Litigation

Patent litigation benefits more from TPLF than other types of commercial litigation, and there may be a greater need for it for several reasons. Because most plaintiffs are NPEs that incorporate LLCs for each litigation campaign (i.e., a series of lawsuits, generally against different defendants), plaintiffs typically pay fewer, if any, fees if they lose the lawsuit, thus truly limiting liability and making it safer to assert more questionable claims. This means patent litigation funders have very little risk of additional losses or awards than if they invested in other types of litigation, such as contract disputes or bankruptcy proceedings, or other alternative investments.

More importantly, though, funders are likely attracted to eye-popping judgments and the potential of collecting (or at least being awarded damages) to the tune of ten figures.

While appellate courts have historically reversed mega judgments at higher rates from the Federal Circuit, the presence and availability of judgment insurance has made litigation financing investments less of an all-or-nothing proposition. The availability of patent assets for license or sale—350,000 U.S. patents issue very year, and thousands are sold annually—further encourages
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213 Id. Prospective licensees should ensure the licensing agreement contains a “most-favored clause” to prevent the licensor from granting more favorable license terms to competitors. Jorge Contreras, Intellectual Property Licensing and Transactions Theory and Practice 238 (2022).
214 Shartzer & Carrigan, supra note 146.
216 Singh, supra note 3.
investment. Funders also say they find patent litigation attractive because there was less competition among funders for clients in the early 2020s compared to other types of commercial litigation. Currently, some claim a handful of funders have the expertise to model costs, outcomes, and expected damages, though more funders seem to be in the process of launching or managing funds or campaigns.

As patent TPLF continues to grow and the market saturates, we see additional trouble ahead in the markets, as less-sophisticated funders chase these attractive paper returns. For example, scholars have suggested a saturation of litigation finance means funders are likely to back more questionable claims that firms otherwise would have rejected for contingency or traditionally financed companies. Put another way, market saturation and competition for claims will require riskier bets to satisfy necessary deal flow—i.e., financial models promising these returns require them to bring a certain amount of portfolios and claims in a certain timeframe. Finally, patent litigation, more so than other types of commercial litigation, can, in theory, far better align the interests of the funder and plaintiff. The arms-length nature of NPEs’ business practices means that creative funders can structure contracts to align the incentives of law firms, patentholders, and funders. For example, a funder can purchase a financial interest in the plaintiff’s patent, so the

218 See Promoting and Respecting Economically Vital American Innovation Leadership Act, 118th Cong. S. ___ (2023) (reducing post-grant patent challenges); FEDERAL TRADE COMM’N, supra note 211, at 89.
220 Id.
222 See, e.g., Jeremy Kidd, To Fund or Not to Fund: The Need for Second-Best Solutions to the Litigation Finance Dilemma, 8 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 613, 627–29 (2012) (arguing that litigation financing will increase the number of high-value frivolous claims and lawyers’ rent-seeking behavior); Paul H. Rubin, Third-Party Financing of Litigation, 38 N. KY. L. REV. 673, 675 (2011) (contending that litigation finance will increase the cost and amount of litigation, as well as affect substantive law inefficiently).
223 See Hopkins, supra note 128, at 270 (discussing the layers of separation).
funder is more invested in the success of the litigation;\textsuperscript{224} or the funders can offer firms and inventors financial support along the way, in order to align incentives.\textsuperscript{225}

Plaintiffs and funders may benefit from more certainty when bringing litigating patent claims in forums with patent expertise. Federal courts in Texas are now infamous for their local rules speeding patents to trial.\textsuperscript{226} And the Northern District of California, for its part, has local rules for patent litigants that address the timeline for infringement and invalidity contentions, declaratory judgments, and claim construction.\textsuperscript{227} By contrast, while the District of Delaware does not have local patent litigation rules, it has plenty of experience and a lengthy docket filled with patent litigation. And the court’s default standard for discovery requires plaintiffs to produce infringement contentions and claim charts, while defendants must produce invalidity contentions and the core technical documents related to the accused products.\textsuperscript{228} The Northern District of California, the District of Delaware, and the Western and Eastern Districts of Texas afford parties some procedural certainty over districts with less patent suit experience.\textsuperscript{229} Similarly, funders in Europe may benefit from some certainty the newly created United Patent Court, a venue that may offer plaintiffs shorter times to trial, more efficient evidence-gathering procedures, larger damages

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{224} Truant, \textit{supra} note 155.
\bibitem{225} See Matthew Oxman, \textit{Aligned Incentives: The Key Ingredient of Client-Directed Litigation Funding}, LEX SHARES https://www.lexshares.com/resources/aligned-incentives [https://perma.cc/A8QA-224P] (discussing provisions in the financing agreement that can lead to better alignment).
\end{thebibliography}
awards, and high-quality decisions from seasoned IP judges. This predictability, if it comes to pass, would allow funders to better estimate the cost to fund claims in these jurisdictions.

The litigation funding of claims, quite obviously, incentivizes claimants to pursue litigation over out-of-court resolution. First, plaintiffs benefit from a statutory presumption of patent validity. This means that even if the claims are purportedly questionable, the defendant bears a high to prove the claims are invalid. The unsure state of damages law and enforcement means that courts may award plaintiffs windfall judgments well exceeding the costs of litigation. Although appeals courts are regularly are reversed on appeal, many plaintiffs can acquire judgment preservation insurance to defray risk and to ensure they retain a portion of the original judgment if the appellate court reverses it. Many funders are also willing to finance patent litigants pursuing an International Trade Commission (“ITC”) injunction instead of a District Court judgment. ITC litigation can be preferable for funders because the proceedings must be resolved


A patent shall be presumed valid. Each claim of a patent (whether in independent, dependent, or multiple dependent form) shall be presumed valid independently of the validity of other claims; dependent or multiple dependent claims shall be presumed valid even though dependent upon an invalid claim. The burden of establishing invalidity of a patent or any claim thereof shall rest on the party asserting such invalidity.

See also Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (recognizing that fact issues may preclude courts from resolving early validity contentions).
232 Compare Microsoft Corp. v. I4I Ltd. P’ship, 564 U.S. 91, 95 (2011) (holding an invalidity defense must be proved by clear and convincing evidence), with Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., 572 U.S. 545, 557 (2014) (“patent-infringement litigation has always been governed by a preponderance of the evidence standard”).
234 Grosack et al., supra note 154.
235 Unlike District Courts, the ITC does not award damages. The main remedy is an exclusion order, enforced by U.S. Customs, that bars affected products from entering the United States. 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (West, Westlaw current through P.L. 117-179).
quickly, complainants usually prevail when the investigation proceeds to a decision on the merits, and the exclusion order can result in large settlements.

Although litigation financing is a relatively new practice in patent law, a growing number of firms and patent owners are securing funding for patent litigation. NPEs remain the most prolific beneficiaries of patent litigation funding, whether as a pre hoc applicant or as a post hoc vehicle for recovery. For example, Fortress’s credit division agreed to loan Uniloc up to $26 million to bankroll its patent licensing and patent litigation campaigns in exchange for a portion of its revenue from settlements, royalties, and other patent payments, and a default secured by the patents should they fail to timely pay back the loan. Similarly, Magnetar Capital has used their subsidiary Atlantic IP to fund multiple ITC and district court actions against several large technology companies that they mostly resolved in multimillion-dollar settlements. Practicing plaintiffs, universities, and individual inventors are also securing funding. For example, i4i, with the backing of NW Patent Funding Corporation, prevailed in a $300 million David-versus-Goliath patent litigation suit against Microsoft after that case was appealed all the way to the Supreme Court. Similarly, University of California, Santa Barbara, with the backing of Longford Capital, is
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237 See id. at § 1337(b)(1) (“The Commission shall conclude any such investigation and make its determination under this section at the earliest practicable time after the date of publication of notice of such investigation. To promote expeditious adjudication, the Commission shall, within 45 days after an investigation is initiated, establish a target date for its final determination.”).

238 Matt Rizzolo & Hyun-Joong, supra note 237.


240 2022 Patent Dispute Report, supra note 5.


pursuing ITC and district court litigation campaigns against several U.S. lightbulb retailers for allegedly infringing its filament LED lighting patents.\textsuperscript{245} Investment in sympathetic plaintiffs like universities, environmental causes, and small competitors are likely to increase as the litigation funding industry continues to mature.\textsuperscript{246}

IV. Patent Litigants Should Be Subject to TPLF Disclosure Requirements

State-level maintenance and champerty laws once effectively prohibited litigation financing, but they certainly don’t today. A growing number of states no longer recognize champerty and maintenance, and while other states that continue to with limited champerty and maintenance doctrines nonetheless permit litigation financing.\textsuperscript{247} Instead of prohibiting litigation financing, a growing number of states and courts are regulating it.\textsuperscript{248} Currently, one of the most popular regulations being added at the state level is a simple disclosure requirement.\textsuperscript{249}

The U.S. has long considered disclosure requirements. Although most United States courts do not have disclosure rules specifically addressing litigation financiers, many individual courts already require third parties to disclose any financial interest in the litigation.\textsuperscript{250} Academics, advocacy groups, policymakers, and practitioners have all called on Congress and courts to pursue uniform TPLF disclosure requirements.\textsuperscript{251} Notably, the Advisory Committee considered whether the justification for insurance disclosures are equally applicable to TPLF disclosures.\textsuperscript{252}

\textsuperscript{245} Rizzolo, \emph{supra} note 172; UC Santa Barbara Seeks to Authorize Retailers and Suppliers of Patented Filament LED Lighting Technology, UC SANTA BARBARA, https://filamentpatent.ucsb.edu/#campaign [https://perma.cc/EMW6-KLXX].

\textsuperscript{246} See Nathan Runyon, \emph{How Litigation Funding Drives Progress to the ESG Agenda}, \emph{REUTERS} (June 30, 2023, 11:35 AM) https://www.reuters.com/legal/legalindustry/how-litigation-funding-drives-progress-esg-agenda-2023-06-30/ (interviewing funders engaging in funding ESG-related claims and noting that “Use of litigation funding in ESG-related claims is likely to expand” in “public interest litigation that targets governments or public agencies for failing to implement or enforce environmental regulations, social welfare policies, or human rights obligations.”).

\textsuperscript{247} Davis et al., \emph{supra} note 88, at 13–19.

\textsuperscript{248} See \emph{supra} Section III.A and accompanying text; \emph{infra} Section V.A. and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{249} See \emph{infra} Section V.A. and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{250} \emph{Id.}

\textsuperscript{251} \emph{Id.}

\textsuperscript{252} \textsc{Memorandum From Hon. David G. Campbell, supra note 54, at 4.}
At the time disclosure advocates compared insurance disclosure to TPLF disclosures, funders responded by arguing the comparison was inadequate.\textsuperscript{253} To support this contention, funders explained that (1) funders do not “ordinarily” control the litigation; (2) most litigation finance agreements are not relevant to the merits and should be undiscoverable; (3) information related to litigation financing affects strategy but not settlement; and (4) courts have construed the insurance disclosure requirement narrowly.\textsuperscript{254} However, new anecdotal evidence challenge these arguments and support the case for disclosure requirements.\textsuperscript{255}

\section*{A. Court Disclosures: The Simple Solution}

Litigation funding disclosures come in two flavors: disclosures revealing the identity of the funder and disclosures revealing the contents of the litigation funding agreements. Many courts have rules for the former but not the latter. Approximately half of the federal circuit courts\textsuperscript{256} and one-quarter of the federal district courts\textsuperscript{257} require publicly-owned third parties with a financial interest in the outcome of the litigation to disclose their interest before the court to help resolve conflicts of interest. Similarly, Administrative Law Judge Cameron Elliot issued corporate disclosure orders in three ITC investigations to help identify corporations that possess an

\textsuperscript{253} BOGART, infra note 282, at 13.
\textsuperscript{254} Id. at 13–14.
\textsuperscript{255} See infra Section V.B. and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{256} 3rd Cir. L. R. 26.1.1(b); 4th Cir. L. R. 26.1(2)(B); 5th Cir. L. R. 28.2.1; 6th Cir. L. R. 26.1(b)(2); 10th Cir. L. R. 46.1(D); 11th Cir. L. R. 26.1-1(a)(1); 11th Cir. L. R. 26.1-2(a).
\textsuperscript{257} Ariz. Form – Corporate Disclosure Statement; C.D. Cal. L. R. 7.1-1; N.D. Cal. L. R. 3-15, Standing Order for All Judges of the N.D. Cal.; S.D. Cal. L.R. 41.1; M.D. Fla. Interested Persons Order for Civil Cases (does not apply to all judges); N.D. Ga. L.R. 3.3; S.D. Ga. L. R. 7.1; N.D. Iowa L. R. 7.1; S.D. Iowa L. R. 7.1; Md. L. R. 103.3(b); E.D. Mich. L. R. 83.4; W.D. Mich. Form – Corporate Disclosure Statement; Neb. Form – Corporate Disclosure Statement; Nev. L. R. 7.1-1; E.D. N.C. L. R. 7.3; M.D. N.C. Form – Disclosure of Corporate Affiliations; W.D. N.C. Form – Entities with a Direct Financial Interest in Litigation; N.D. Ohio L. Civ. R. 3.13(b); S.D. Ohio L. R. 7.1.1; E.D. Okla. Form – Corporate Disclosure Statement; N.D. Okla. Form – Corporate Disclosure Statement; N.D. Tex. L. R. 3.1.(c), 3.2(e), 7.4; W.D. Va. (Form – Disclosure of Corporate Affiliations and Other Entities with a Direct Financial Interest in Litigation); W.D. Wis. (Form – Disclosure of Corporate Affiliations and Financial Interest).
ownership interest in the complainant. Other courts like the Northern District of California, District of New Jersey, and the District of Delaware have issued orders requiring parties to identify third-party litigation financiers, which indicates that these courts believe this information is highly relevant to court disputes. And although disclosures of litigation financing agreements are typically resolved during discovery, federal judges in Florida, Ohio, and Maryland issued a case management order forcing plaintiffs in multi-district class action lawsuit to disclose their litigation financing agreements. Notably, the judge in Florida also barred the plaintiffs’ lawyers from approving or participating in funding arrangements and subjected all future litigation funding agreements to the court’s approval.

Academics, advocacy groups, policymakers, and practitioners have advocated for disclosure requirements to address TPLF’s shortcomings. Law Professor Maya Steinitz proposed a balancing test that would allow courts and arbitrators to contextually assess whether the case warrants disclosure of the funding agreement. The balancing test considers (1) the profile of the plaintiffs and their motive for seeking funding, (2) the funder’s profile and motivation, (3) the case type and forum, (4) the subject matter, (5) the potential effect on the development of law, (6) the structure of the financing, (7) the purpose of the contemplated disclosure, and (8) the procedural

258 See U.S.I.T.C. Inv. Nos. 337-TA-1323 (Certain Video Processing Devices and Products Containing the Same), -1332 (Certain Semiconductors and Devices and Products Containing the Same); and -1340 (Certain Electronic Devices, Semiconductor Devices, and Components Thereof).
259 Contents of Joint Case Management Statement, supra note 104.
261 Order Regarding Third-Party Litigation Funding Arrangements, supra note 114.
262 See infra Section IV.B.2 and accompanying text.
263 Case Management Order No. 61 (N.D. Fla. Aug. 28, 2023)
266 Case Management Order No. 61 (N.D. Fla. Aug. 28, 2023) (citing concerns about “predatory lending practices”).
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Institute for Legal Reform (“ILR”) has advocated for changes to require parties to disclose TPLF arrangements at the outset of litigation. The ILR posits that a mandatory disclosure requirement will, among other things, minimize conflicts of interest, help ensure plaintiffs have control over the litigation, and help facilitate more realistic settlement negotiations. Others like Senator Patrick Leahy, the former chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, have recently advocated for TPLF disclosures in patent litigation cases to address ethics concerns and national security questions. These calls for disclosure requirements will continue to grow as more people realize that TPLF is prone to abuse.

The Advisory Committee is presently considering several proposed amendments to the FRCP that would require litigants to disclose information related to TPLF agreements. The Lawyers for Civil Justice and the ILR submitted proposals urging the Advisory Committee to amend Rules 16 and 26, both of which do not require litigants to disclose any information.
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268 Steinitz, supra note 188, at 1102–13.
270 INSTITUTE FOR LEGAL REFORM, supra note 190, at 27.
272 LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE & U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE INSTITUTE FOR LEGAL REFORM, AN IMPORTANT BUT RARELY ASKED QUESTION: AMENDING RULE 16(c)(2) TO PROMPT JUDGES TO CONSIDER INQUIRING ABOUT FINANCIAL INTERESTS CREATED BY THIRD-PARTY LITIGATION FUNDING I (2022).
related to third-party funding.\(^\text{274}\) The proposed Rule 16 amendment\(^\text{275}\) would “assist judges who may find good reasons to inquire about the presence of non-party financial rights to proceeds in their cases while still preserving their complete discretion to make that decision only when appropriate on a case-by-case basis.”\(^\text{276}\) Similarly, the proposed Rule 26 amendment\(^\text{277}\) would help courts identify possible unethical conduct that would otherwise “‘erode the integrity of the adversary process.’”\(^\text{278}\) At the very least, disclosure advocates urge the Advisory Committee to implement the proposed Rule 26 amendment for one-year as part of a pilot project.\(^\text{279}\) Litigation funders, however, oppose the ILR’s proposed FRCP amendments because the concerns the IRL raises are allegedly “wrong” and “not persuasive.”\(^\text{280}\)

The debate surrounding TPLF regulations has largely centered on disclosure requirements because other forms of regulation are unrealistic or ineffective. Amending attorneys’ ethics rules to prohibit lawyers from accepting litigation financing would not be unrealistic because the American bar Association, the organization that creates and publishes the ethics rules for lawyers,

\(^{275}\) The proposed Rule 16 amendment would amend section 16(c)(2) and require the court to “[c]onsider whether any person (other than named parties or counsel of record) has a right to compensation that is contingent on obtaining proceeds from the civil action, by settlement, judgment or otherwise.” Lawyers for Civil Justice, supra note 196, at 8.
\(^{276}\) Id. at 2.
\(^{277}\) The proposed Rule 26 amendment would amend section 26(a)(1)(A) and allow parties to access “any agreement under which any person, other than an attorney permitted to charge a contingent fee representing a party, has a right to receive compensation that is contingent on, and sourced from, any proceeds of the civil action, by settlement, judgment or otherwise” without a discovery request. Lisa A. Rickard et al., supra note 197, at 33.
\(^{278}\) Id. at 11 (quoting New York v. Solvent Chem. Co., 166 F.R.D. 284, 289-90 (W.D.N.Y. 1996)).
has indicated that TPLF is permissible.\textsuperscript{281} Self-regulation through organizations like ALFA or the Association of Litigation Funders is ineffective because only a small number of funders are members of these organizations.\textsuperscript{282} By comparison, uniform disclosure requirements would be realistic and effective because existing disclosure rules have already proved to be effective at revealing funder impropriety.\textsuperscript{283}

B. Comparing Insurance Disclosures and TPLF Disclosures

As the debate between opponents and proponents of TPLF disclosure requirements continues, the Advisory Committee should reexamine its justifications for previous FRCP amendments. In 1970, the Supreme Court approved amendments to the FRCP requiring litigants to disclose insurance agreements.\textsuperscript{284} The Advisory Committee acknowledged judges and commentators were “sharply in conflict on the question [of] whether [a] defendant’s liability insurance coverage is subject to discovery.”\textsuperscript{285} Nevertheless, the Advisory Committee urged the Judicial Conference to amend the FRCP and add a provision covering insurance agreement disclosures during discovery:

Disclosure of insurance coverage will enable counsel for both sides to make the same realistic appraisal of the case, so that settlement and litigation strategy are based on knowledge and not speculation. It will conduce to settlement and avoid protracted litigation in some cases, though in others it may have an opposite effect. The amendment is limited to insurance coverage, which should be distinguished from any other facts concerning defendant's financial status (1) because insurance is an asset created specifically to satisfy the claim; (2) because the insurance company ordinarily controls the litigation; (3) because information about coverage is available only from defendant or his insurer; and (4) because disclosure does not involve a significant invasion of privacy.\textsuperscript{286}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{282} GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 43–44.
\textsuperscript{283} See infra Section V.B.1.ii and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{284} Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to the 1970 amendment.
\textsuperscript{285} Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to the 1970 amendment.
\textsuperscript{286} Id.
\end{flushleft}
Although litigation financing did not exist at the time the Advisor Committee amended Rule 26 to cover insurance agreement disclosures, the ILR correctly argues the Committee’s rationale for amending the insurance rules applies to TPLF disclosure requirements.\textsuperscript{287}

Liability insurance and litigation financing are two sides of the same coin. While liability insurance is defendant-oriented and litigation financing is mainly plaintiff-oriented, both exist to help parties prevail in court at the cost of ceding some control to financiers.\textsuperscript{288} And because the funding agreements are confidential, the only way litigants adverse to insured or funded parties could learn about the structure of these funding arrangement outside of a court order is by requesting copies of the funding agreement from the insurer of the third-party financier.\textsuperscript{289} Although insured or funded parties may argue that requesting this information amounts to an invasion of privacy that harms their interests,\textsuperscript{290} self-interest is not a sufficient defense against disclosure.\textsuperscript{291} Because of the similar affects insurance agreements and third-party financing have on litigation, it follows that courts would similarly oversee such arrangements.

Agreements for insurance policies and third-party litigation financing may also share similar characteristics. Insurers sometimes settle a claim for damages by advancing the insured a non-recourse, interest-free “loan” that the insured party only repays if the insured party recovers from the tortfeasor.\textsuperscript{292} Similarly, litigation financing agreements are non-recourse financing

\textsuperscript{287}Lisa A. Rickard Et Al., \textit{supra} note 197, at 22.
\textsuperscript{288}See \textit{infra} Section III.B.1. and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{289}Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) (“Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party's claim or defense and proportional to the needs of the case.”).
\textsuperscript{290}See Michele DeStefano, \textit{Nonlawyers Influencing Lawyers: Too Many Cooks in the Kitchen or Stone Soup?}, 80 \textit{Fordham L. Rev.} 2791, 2840 (2012) (explaining how insurance providers and litigation financers are self-interested because they do not have a fiduciary duty to the party receiving financing). See also Charles Silver, \textit{Litigation Funding Versus Liability Insurance: What’s the Difference?}, 63 \textit{DePaul L. Rev.} 617, 645 (2014) (describing how insurance providers and litigation financers are self-interested by drawing a comparison to Rancman v. Interim Settlement Funding Corp., 789 N.E.2d 217 (Ohio 2003)).
\textsuperscript{291}See \textit{infra} Section III.B.3. and accompanying text.
arrangements that advance the funded party’s legal fees in exchange for a portion of the funded party’s recovery. Courts sometimes may be critical of these non-recourse financing arrangements, treating this money as a “payment,” and classifying the insurer as a real party-in-interest in the litigation. Similarly, some courts dealing with litigation financiers are asking whether the funders are the real parties in interest in the litigation. Of course, these similarities make the comparison between insurance disclosures and TPLF disclosures more palatable.

Not everyone, however, agrees with the ILR’s assessments of litigation financing. Litigation financier Burford Capital cites four reasons why the ILR’s comparison between insurance disclosures and TPLF disclosures is inappropriate: (1) funders do not “ordinarily” control the litigation; (2) most litigation finance agreements are not relevant to the merits and should be undiscoverable; (3) information related to litigation financing affects strategy but not settlement; and (4) courts have construed the insurance disclosure requirement narrowly. The following Subsections respond to each of these points in the context of patent litigation.

1. **Control Over the Litigation**

Disclosure advocates and opponents strongly disagree over whether funders exercise control over the litigation. Funders insist that the funding agreements are structured to afford litigants control over the litigation but refuse to disclose the agreements to opposing counsel during discovery. However, several of Chief Judge Colm Connolly’s recent evidentiary hearings in the District of Delaware provide some anecdotal evidence about how funders structure these agreements and whether funders abide by the terms in these agreements. Judge Connolly found
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293 Popp, supra note 107, at 735.  
294 Id.; see Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(a)(1) (“An action must be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest.”).  
295 See Memorandum, infra note 167, at 1–2.  
296 BOGART, supra note 282, at 13–14; LISA A. RICKARD ET AL., supra note 275, 16–18.  
297 Id. at 15–16.  
298 BOGART, supra note 282, at 13–14; see infra Section V.B.2.i and accompanying text.  
299 See infra Section V.B.1.ii and accompanying text.
that MAVEXAR, a funder affiliated with IP Edge, essentially controlled the litigation even though the funding agreement theoretically afforded the litigants control over important decisions. Consequently, Judge Connolly alleged that several lawyers representing funded patent litigants likely violated the Model Rules.

i. The Funder’s Argument

Although insurers can appoint and direct counsel for the insured, funders claim they generally cannot control the litigation. To support this claim, funders point out that financing agreements normally include provisions that affirm the plaintiff’s right to control the litigation. Indeed, one such provision included in a funding agreement drafted by Aloe Investments Limited, a subsidiary of Burford Capital, explicitly disclaims the right to control the litigation:

[Aloe] is not, and does not by virtue of entering into this Agreement become, a party to the Litigation Claim nor does [Aloe] have any rights as to the direction, control, settlement or other conduct of the Litigation Claim ... [and Funded Litigant] retains the unfettered right to settle the Litigation Claim at any time for any amount.

Consequently, many lawyers conclude that accepting funding from a litigation funder will not add a decisionmaker to the litigation.

300 Russel, infra note 321.
301 Memorandum, infra note 331, at 40.
303 BOGART, supra note 282, at 13–14
306 See Maria-Vittoria Carminati, Five Common Misconceptions About Litigation Funding, Am. Bar Ass’n (Feb. 22, 2022), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/commercial-business/practice/2022/five-common-misconceptions-about-litigation-funding/ [https://perma.cc/H29B-YJGX] (explaining that the litigation funder is not an additional decision maker in the litigation). See also Am. Bar Ass’n, supra note 194, at 22 (“The litigation should be managed and controlled by the party and the party’s counsel.”).
Even if funders do not keep their word, other rules and laws theoretically deter funders from controlling the litigation. The Model Rules state lawyers cannot accept third-party compensation for representation unless “(1) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is no interference with the lawyer’s independence of professional judgment or with the client-lawyer relationship; and (3) information relating to the representation of a client is protected.” Similar to the Association of Litigation Funders’ Code of Conduct prohibits members from “influenc[ing] the Funded Party’s solicitor or barrister to cede control or conduct of the dispute to the Funder.” And of course, funders that exercise too much control over the litigation risk violating laws of champerty and maintenance in jurisdictions where they remain applicable.

Nevertheless, some courts have analyzed TPLF agreements that grant the funder control or extraordinary influence over the litigation and settlement discussions. In an environmental class-action litigation brought by indigenous Ecuadorians against Chevron, the funding agreement between Burford Capital and the class action members “provide[d] control to the Funders” through the “installment of ‘Nominated Lawyers’” – lawyers “selected by the Claimants with the Funder’s approval.” And in Boling v. Prospect Funding Holdings, LLC, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit concluded that the terms of the funding agreements involved in that matter “effectively g[a]ve [the TPLF entity] substantial control over the litigation,” including terms that

309 See e.g., In re DesignLine Corp., 565 B.R. 341 (Bankr. W.D.N.C. 2017) (holding that a litigation financing arrangement constituted champerty because the agreement granted the funder significant control over the litigation.)
“may interfere with or discourage settlement” and otherwise “raise[d] quite reasonable concerns about whether a plaintiff can truly operate independently in litigation.”  

ii. Enter MAVEXAR

Limited court disclosure requirements clearly demonstrate that not all funders or funding arrangements are so self-disciplined as to afford clients complete control over litigation strategy and settlement discussions. During an evidentiary hearing following Judge Connolly’s April 2022 standing order on third-party financing, the court revealed that a funder, not its clients, controlled the litigation strategy and settlement discussions. The hearing revealed a funder connected to IP Edge named MAVEXAR approached salesperson Mark Hall and restauranter Hau Bui about a chance to make “passive income” through an “investment” opportunity. MAVEXAR convinced Hall and Bui to each create an NPE, Nimitz and Mellaconic respectively, transfer IP Edge’s patents to the newly created entities, and assume legal liabilities if the litigation was unsuccessful. MAVEXAR, in turn, would fund the NPEs’ litigation campaigns in exchange for a share of the proceeds. Nimitz agreed to receive a mere 10% of any recovery while Mellaconic agreed to receive only 5%. Although Hall and Bui acknowledged they could
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312 Order Regarding Third-Party Litigation Funding Arrangements, supra note 114.
314 Id.
315 Id.
316 Id.
317 Id.
override MAVEXAR’s litigation decisions, the funder effectively “controlled the retention of the attorneys, the selection of targets, the pleadings, the litigation strategy, and the settlements.”

MAVEXAR’s relationship with Nimitz and Mellaconic is problematic for several reasons. Judge Connolly suggested the attorneys for Nimitz and Mellaconic likely violated Model Rules 1.4(b) and 1.2(a) because decisions about the litigation were communicated to Linh Dietz, a third-party affiliated with IP Edge, not Hall or Bui. The lawyer for Nimitz and the lawyer for Mellaconoic did not contact Hall and Bui before they filed their cases and each lawyer did not communicate with their client about settlement negotiations. Additionally, Judge Connolly also questioned whether Hall and Bui effectively assigned the case to MAVEXAR thereby granting MAVEXAR legal control over the litigation. The patent assignment to Hall and Bui may be invalid because MAVEXAR fraudulently procured the assignment or because Hall and Bui did not provide valid consideration for the patent rights granted in the assignment.

Judge Connolley’s hearings provide a snapshot of a growing trend that threatens to harm unsuspecting clients involved in the litigation. The available data suggest third-party funders finance thousands of patent infringement suits filed by NPEs. Patent owners and plaintiffs may

318 Id.
319 MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT R. 1.4(b) (Am. Bar Ass’n 2020) (“A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.”).
320 Model Rules of Pro. Conduct R. 1.2(a) (Am. Bar Ass’n 2020) (“A lawyer shall abide by a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be pursued.”).
322 Memorandum, supra note 224, at 50, 74.
323 See id. at 1–2 (suggesting that Hall and Bui may not be the real parties in interest in the litigation).
324 Id. at 75. See also Complaint at 13–14, Queryly, LLC v. Hitel Techs., LLC (E.D. Tex. Dec. 16, 2022) (No. 2:22-CV-476, D.I. 1) (citing Connolly’s memorandum to argue that IP Edge fraudulently assigned a patent to a titular assignee).
325 Memorandum, supra note 224, at 44, 46.
326 At Least 25% of the Last 3 Years NPE Litigation Caused by Litigation Investment Entities (LIEs), UNIFIED PATENTS (Feb. 21, 2023), https://www.unifiedpatents.com/insights/2023/2/21/litigation-investment-entities-the-investors-behind-the-curtain [https://perma.cc/K8S6-SFUP].
not realize the risks associated with these funding arrangements. If the litigation is unsuccessful, the NPE owners must spend thousands of dollars to cover the defendant’s attorney fees.\footnote{Memorandum, supra note 224, at 42–43} Although attorneys sometimes explain this risk to the NPE owners, these people are largely lured into a false sense of security by assurances that the claim will succeed. Most NPE owners, many of whom do not have legal expertise, have no reason to question these assessments because they often know the attorneys that work for the parent NPE or the funder.\footnote{Russell, supra note 218.}

A uniform disclosure requirement that at least allows all federal courts to review the funding agreements will deter funders from controlling the litigation. Currently, funding agreements are generally not publicly available\footnote{Only a small number of litigation funding arrangements are publicly available as part of Securities and Exchange Commission filings. See, e.g., https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1282631/000155837017006679/nlst-20170701ex102d59feb.htm.} and funders can subvert disclosure by funding lawsuits in jurisdictions that do not have disclosure requirements.\footnote{Robin Davis et al., supra note 150, at 131–134.} A uniform disclosure requirement for federal courts will ensure that the courts scrutinize most funding agreements.\footnote{See U.S. CHAMBER INSTITUTE FOR LEGAL REFORM, STOPPING THE SALE ON LAWSUITS: A PROPOSAL TO REGULATE THIRD-PART INVESTMENTS IN LITIGATION 10 (2012), https://instituteforlegalreform.com/wp content/uploads/2020/10/TPLF_Solutions.pdf (speculating that most TPLF flows into cases heard in federal courts). The Government Accountability Office suggested that state and federal courts could gather data to learn how litigants use TPLF in state and federal courts. GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 17.} For most funding agreements, prudent judges will recognize whether the agreement grants the funder control over the litigation. However, if a judge is uncertain whether the agreement grants the funder control over the litigation, the judge can question the funder about the agreement.\footnote{Russell, supra note 218.}

Regardless, the court can discipline the lawyers on the funders payroll for violating the Model Rules if the court finds that funders control the litigation.\footnote{Id.} Consequently, this threat of discipline will deter lawyers from working with funders that seek to control the litigation.

\footnote{Memorandum, supra note 224, at 42–43} \footnote{Russell, supra note 218.} \footnote{Only a small number of litigation funding arrangements are publicly available as part of Securities and Exchange Commission filings. See, e.g., https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1282631/000155837017006679/nlst-20170701ex102d59feb.htm.} \footnote{Robin Davis et al., supra note 150, at 131–134.} \footnote{See U.S. CHAMBER INSTITUTE FOR LEGAL REFORM, STOPPING THE SALE ON LAWSUITS: A PROPOSAL TO REGULATE THIRD-PART INVESTMENTS IN LITIGATION 10 (2012), https://instituteforlegalreform.com/wp content/uploads/2020/10/TPLF_Solutions.pdf (speculating that most TPLF flows into cases heard in federal courts). The Government Accountability Office suggested that state and federal courts could gather data to learn how litigants use TPLF in state and federal courts. GAO REPORT, supra note 21, at 17.} \footnote{Russell, supra note 218.} \footnote{Id.}
2. Relevance of Disclosing Funding Agreements

Funders and disclosure advocates also disagree over whether litigation funding agreements should be disclosed to all litigants. Funders argue that most courts that have heard discovery disputes involving TPLF agreements have held that the agreements are not discoverable. However, funding agreements may be relevant to the litigation and warrant disclosure. If the dispute involves patent litigation, the funding agreements may be relevant to the value of the patents-in-suit among other reasons. Some of Judge Conolley’s patent litigation cases also illustrate that TPLF agreements may be relevant to identify and address conflicts of interest between the funder and the litigant.

i. The Funder’s Argument

Funders point out that courts have long treated discovery requests for insurance agreements differently than discovery requests for litigation funding agreements. Before 1970, many courts disagreed over whether insurance agreements were discoverable. Today, there is more consensus among the courts about whether litigation funding agreements are discoverable, as some courts find litigation funding agreements not discoverable for lack of relevance or protected under attorney-client or work-product privilege. Some estates even enacted statutes clarifying that litigation funding agreements do not undermine attorney-client privilege or work-product.

334 BOGART, supra note 282, at 6; LISA A. RICKARD ET AL., supra note 275, 9–11.
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337 See infra note 359 and accompanying text.
338 Russell, infra note 369.
341 See Charles M. Agee et al., LITIGATION FUNDING AND CONFIDENTIALITY: A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CASE LAW 3–4 (2021), https://www.westfleetadvisors.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Westfleet_Litigation_Funding_and_Confidentiality_2021.pdf (finding judges prohibited or limited the discovery of litigation funding documents in 83% of cases where this issue was raised).
Indeed, the most common reason for denying a party’s request to discover litigation funding documents is the work-product doctrine, followed by relevancy issues, and then attorney-client privilege. Many jurists believe that work-product protection applies to at least some contents in the funding agreement. Although the relevancy threshold for discovery is very low, many courts also believe litigation funding documents are not relevant to the action underlying the litigation. By contrast, few courts believe attorney-client privilege can help protect litigation funding documents from discovery unless narrow exceptions like the common interest doctrine or the agency doctrine are relevant.

Nevertheless, courts are more inclined to find that litigation funding agreements are discoverable if the case involves patent litigation. Litigation funding documents may be relevant to refute an NPE’s David-versus-Goliath narrative, assess the value of the patents-in-suit, impeach the credibility of the witness receiving compensation through the litigation, and identify possible relationships between the jurors and the funder. Agreements also may be central to resolving key issues like validity, infringement, damages, royalty rates, and pre-suit diligence. Although there is no shortage of reasons why litigation funding agreements may be relevant, the argument that litigation funding agreements are relevant to the litigation and therefore discoverable because they help resolve disputes about the value of the patents-in-suit resonates most with courts.
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Disclosing Funding Agreements to Uncover Conflicts of Interest

One important but often overlooked reason funders may need to disclose funding agreements to the court is to resolve judicial conflicts of interest. Historically, the judiciary has struggled to address conflicts of interest in courtrooms. Judges sometimes neglect their ethical duty to disclose conflicts of interest. A 2021 Wall Street Journal investigation found hundreds of federal judges frequently failed to recuse themselves from cases where they had a financial interest. Many judges also fail to recuse themselves from cases where friends or family are involved in the litigation, or even disclose the fact; indeed, in 2019 the ABA issuing new guidance on this point suggesting this is the norm. These same concerns about conflicts of interest also hold true when a litigant is backed by a third-party funder. A judge that holds stock in large, publicly funders like Burford Capital could have several conflicts of interest if the judge has a large docket of cases backed these funders. Similarly, a judge could have conflicts of interest if the judge hears cases backed by funders and the judge’s friends or family are affiliated with the funders. In both cases, disclosing the funding agreement would help the judge identify and manage these conflicts of interest.

351 See MLC Intell. Prop., LLC v. Micron Tech., Inc., No. 14-CV-03657-SI, 2019 WL 118595, at *2 (recognizing that funding agreements could be discoverable when there is “a specific, articulated reason to suspect bias or conflicts of interest”).
352 See generally James Sample, Supreme Court Recusal from Marbury to the Modern Day, 26 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 95 (2013).
355 See American Bar Association, Formal Opinion 488 (Sept. 8, 2019) (“Judges need not disqualify themselves if a lawyer or party is an acquaintance, nor must they disclose acquaintanceships to the other lawyers or parties” but noting that it “depends on the nature of the relationship” and is an issue “committed to” the judge’s discretion).
356 LISA A. RICKARD ET AL., supra note 275, 15–16. See also Menapace, supra note 18 (discussing how disclosure can reveal if a judge owns stocks in a litigation finance company).
Of course, disclosure requirements can also help the court identify conflicts of interest between the funder and the client. For example, another evidentiary hearing before Judge Connolly revealed the owner of Backertop LLC, an NPE suing for patent infringement, was married to an attorney who worked for MAVEXAR. Like the other cases MAVEXAR financed, MAVEXAR essentially controlled the litigation for the NPE owner. Although MAVEXAR supposedly only provides non-legal services to clients, the owner of Backertop, who did not have her own legal counsel, testified that her husband helped create Backertop and advised her to sign MAVEXAR’s financing agreement. These actions seem to implicate the Model Rules. Because many NPE owners are unrepresented or have limited contact with lawyers, the litigation funders fill the void and render legal services. The clients may be under the illusion the funders will act in their best interest, but in reality, the funder has the authority to direct the litigation to advance its own interests rather than those of the client.

One drawback of Judge Connoley’s standing order on third-party funding is that the party seeking to disclose the agreement must show that a conflict of interest (or some other issue) exists because of the arrangement, but this conflict may not be readily identifiable unless the funded party discloses the agreement. Funded parties before Judge Connolly are only required to
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361 See Model Rules of Pro. Conduct R. 4.3 (Am. Bar Ass’n 2020) (“[A] lawyer shall not give legal advice to an unrepresented person, other than the advice to secure counsel, if the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the interests of such a person are or have a reasonable possibility of being in conflict with the interests of the client.”).
362 See Lucian Pera & Michael Perich, It Can Be Risky For Litigators To Advise On Litigation Funding, Law360 (Mar. 6, 2020, 2:33 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/1249341/it-can-be-risky-for-litigators-to-advice-on-litigation-funding [https://perma.cc/UT4S-JEJS] (explaining that conflicts likely arise when the funder is providing legal advice to the client).
363 Russell, supra note 369.
identify the funder, explain whether funder approval is necessary for litigation or settlement decisions, and describe the financial interest of the funder if such approval is required. These preliminary disclosures may not provide enough information to uncover conflicts of interest. Indeed, Judge Connolly only learned about a potential conflict of interest between the owner of Backertop and the lawyer for MAVEXAR after he reviewed the funding agreement and held an evidentiary hearing. Disclosing the funding agreements at the outset would minimize judicial inefficiency by helping ensure that conflicts of interest are identified and addressed immediately.

3. The Effects on Settlement Discussions and Litigation Strategy

Funders dismiss the role of TPLF disclosures in facilitating settlement discussions and instead emphasize that such disclosures will adversely affect the plaintiff’s litigation strategy. Funders argue that litigation financing and insurance agreements serve different purposes in the context of settlement discussions. They also argue that disclosing the TPLF agreement would prejudice the plaintiff by proving the defendant insight into the case’s strengths and weaknesses. However, these arguments are incorrect. TPLF disclosures will help facilitate settlement discussions by minimizing the information asymmetry between the plaintiff and the defendants. Additionally, these disclosures will not unduly prejudice the plaintiff because defendants can already draw inferences about the strengths and weaknesses of the plaintiff’s case if they know funders back the plaintiff.

i. The Funder’s Argument
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While funders stress that disclosing insurance agreements can mutually benefit plaintiffs and defendants and affects both parties equally, disclosing litigation funding agreements only has the potential to harm plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{371} Although the Advisory Committee noted that disclosing insurance coverage can facilitate settlement discussions,\textsuperscript{372} disclosure opponents argue that disclosing information in litigation funding agreements does not produce the same effect on settlement discussions because litigation funding is not “an asset created specifically to satisfy the claim.”\textsuperscript{373} Insurance policies, unlike TPLF agreements, only cover settlements that are within the policy limits.\textsuperscript{374} In the absence of any funding limits, disclosure opponents also argue that disclosure requirements would allow defendants to draw inferences about the strengths and weaknesses of the plaintiff’s case.\textsuperscript{375} These agreements include important information about the claim structure (single-case or portfolio), the nature of the funding (recourse or non-recourse), the funding terms (funding commitment, budget, and counsel compensation), and the return and waterfall proceeds.\textsuperscript{376} Consequently, defendants allegedly stand to gain an unfair strategical advantage that unduly prejudices the plaintiff if the plaintiff discloses the agreement.

i. Settlement Discussions

Legal scholarship and peer-reviewed studies suggest that litigation financing helps induce settlement. Robert Fuqua notes that “pairing [a plaintiff] with a funder delivers a more credible trial threat, and this could incentivize a defendant to settle a case on the merits instead of using

\textsuperscript{371} The following discussion focuses on a funded plaintiff and a non-funded defendant because this is the most typical TPLF scenario.

\textsuperscript{372} Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2) advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment.

\textsuperscript{373} BOGART, supra note 201, at 14 (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2) advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment).

\textsuperscript{374} \textit{id}.

\textsuperscript{375} \textit{id}. at 14.

\textsuperscript{376} Thompson, supra note 213, at 224–25.
delay tactics.” Similarly, Samuel Antill and Steven Grenadier found that litigation financing discourages defendants from overspending on defense leading to faster settlement. However, these settlement negotiations could still nevertheless breakdown because of the information asymmetry between the funded plaintiff and the defendant.

Disclosure requirements will help further facilitate settlement discussions by minimizing the information asymmetry between the plaintiff and the defendant. The funded plaintiff, unlike the defendant, has complete knowledge of the terms in the TPLF agreement. Notably, this agreement specifies how much money a funder is willing to invest in the litigation, which is generally calculated as a portion of the estimated damages. Disclosing this information to a defendant would likely lead to a more just and reasonable settlement because the defendant can confirm the plaintiff’s “threat credibility.”

ii. Litigation Strategy

Disclosure requirements will not undermine funded plaintiffs’ litigation strategy because defendants can already draw inferences about the strengths and weaknesses of the plaintiff’s case if they know funders back the plaintiff. Litigation financiers initiate a rigorous underwriting process of the plaintiff’s claim before they agree to invest millions of dollars to fund patent litigation. Consequently, financiers only fund patent infringement claims with a high probability
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In other words, these cases have many strengths and very few weaknesses. Disclosing the contents of the financing documents that do not address the litigation strategy, therefore, should generally not prejudice the plaintiff because the funding agreement and the terms it contains merely reflect the funder’s belief that the plaintiff’s case a strong likelihood of success on the merits. If, however, the court believes the financing documents contain privileged information, it can redact the parts of the agreement protected by privilege before permitting disclosure.

4. Limiting Rule 26 Disclosures to Insurance Agreements

Funders and disclosure advocates disagree over whether the Advisory Committee should include a TPLF disclosure requirement under the list of required Rule 26 disclosures outlined in subsection (a)(1)(A). Funders emphasize that the Advisory Committee has rebuffed previous attempts to amend Rule 26 and include a TPLF disclosure requirement. However, litigation financing has had more time to develop since the Advisory Committee last considered those proposals. These developments provide evidence of how some funders operate and structure their funding agreements. This evidence helps disclosure advocates justify why a disclosure requirement for funding agreements falls within the scope and purpose of Rule 26. Nevertheless,
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the Advisory Committee could also incorporate a disclosure requirement under Rule 7.1, the rule for corporate disclosures, if changing Rule 26 proves unfeasible.  

\[390\]

\[i.\]  The Funder’s Argument

Funders also stress the 1970 amendments to Rule 26 only addressed the *legally relevant* information in insurance agreements.  

\[391\] Historically, courts have construed Rule 26(a)(1)(A)(iv) narrowly.  

\[392\] The Advisory Committee also clarified that non-public personal and financial information in the insurance agreements were beyond the scope of the insurance disclosure requirement.  

\[393\] More recently, the Advisory Committee refused to adopt proposals that would amend Rule 26(a)(1)(A)(iv) and require the disclosure of funding agreements designating the proposals “premature.”  

\[394\] Law Professor Shannon Sahani argued the Advisory Committee made the correct decision because the proposal “did not align with the purpose and goals of Rule 26 and could have led to satellite litigation.”  

\[395\] She also points out that, unlike insurers, most litigation funders do not pay the underlying judgment.  

\[ii.\]  Support for Disclosure Requirements Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

The 1970 amendments to Rule 26 limited the new disclosure requirement to insurance agreements, which were of concern at the time.  Thus, Rule 26 is the most appropriate section in the FRCP for a TPLF disclosure requirement, because TPLF agreements are in many ways highly

\[390 Id.\]

\[391 See, e.g., BOGART, supra note 282, at 14–15.\]
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\[395 Victoria Shannon Sahani, Judging Third-Party Funding, 63 UCLA L. REV. 388, 414 (2016). See also Aaseesh P. Polavarapu, Discovering Third-Party Funding in Class Actions: A Proposal for in Camera Review, 165 U. PA. L. REV. ONLINE 215, 231 (2017) (discussing how the Advisory’s Committee’s refusal to amend Rule 26 was correct because of the dissimilarities between third-party funding and insurance agreements).\]
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relevant to the litigation. Until recently, litigation financiers operated in relative secrecy, and the public, the courts, and the government knew very little about how funders structured their financing agreements. This forced defendants seeking litigation funding agreements in discovery—to the extent they even knew they existed—to speculate about why the agreements might be relevant to the litigation. But you cannot know what you do not know. Some patent litigation disputes involving NPEs reinforce why the TPLF agreements may be relevant to the litigation. Judge Connolly’s evidentiary hearings have shed light on the ethical issues that can arise when NPEs are funded by third parties in complete anonymity, despite attempts by NPEs to avoid or attack his standing order. And parties have been hard at work identifying an extensive network of NPEs and their affiliate subsidiaries that third parties fund, helping to dispel the David-versus-Goliath sense that has been a cornerstone of both policy arguments and trial narratives.

At the very least, this information should:

1) limit overbroad or abusive discovery requests from the funders that go too far or waste the parties’ time asking for irrelevant documents, and
2) make it more straightforward and less fraught for litigants to justify TPLF-related discovery requests on grounds related to control, conflicts of interest and trial narratives. Overall, courts will, we hope, become more willing to allow discovery requests for TPLF agreements, and will do so in a
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uniform and fair way, as we all learn more about the funders and how they structure and execute these agreements.

Even if the committee again declines to amend Rule 26, other rules in the FRCP provide support for a TPLF disclosure requirement. Judge Connolly, for example, found support for his standing order on third-party funding under Rule 7.1. Rule 7.1 requires non-governmental corporate parties involved in the litigation to “identif[y] any parent corporation and any publicly held corporation owning 10% or more of its stock or “state[] that there is no such corporation.” It also requires parties involved in the litigation to disclose their citizenship if the action is based on diversity jurisdiction. However, Rule 7.1 notably “does not prohibit local rules that require disclosures in addition to those required by Rule 7.1, i.e., disclosure related to corporate owners and investors.” The Advisory Committee noted, “[d]eveloping experience with local disclosure practices . . . may provide a foundation for adopting more detailed disclosure requirements by future amendments of Rule 7.1.” Thus, an amendment to Rule 7.1 provides the best alternative avenue for including a TPLF disclosure requirement into the FRCP if the Advisory Committee decides disclosure does not align with the purpose and goals of Rule 26.

We think both are necessary, both the clarify the presence and scope of such agreements, and to ensure the parties’ and courts’ time aren’t wasted with requests that go too far (or not far enough) and don’t address the concerns identified herein. Two short amendments to Rules 26 and 7 would require 1) the disclosure of TPLF agreements and 2) a corporate statement identifying the funders. Either would be a step forward in regularizing and streamlining the processes and the
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industry and would serve the goals policymakers and parties have identified without offering avenues to discovery abuses.

iii. Proposed Amendment to Rule 26 – Duty to Disclose

Rule 26, Governing Discovery requires corporate disclosure statements from nonparties, and has long had, under section (1)(A), a subsection (iv) requiring disclosure of any insurance agreement related to and contingent upon the litigation:

(iv) for inspection and copying as under Rule 34, any insurance agreement under which an insurance business may be liable to satisfy all or part of a possible judgment in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for payments made to satisfy the judgment.

We propose adding a subsection (v):

(v) for inspection and copying as under Rule 34, any agreement under which a third-party business may offer a non-recourse loan with recovery based in any part on a possible judgment in the action.

iv. Proposed Amendment to Rule 7.1 – Disclosure Statement

Additionally, Rule 7 has, under section 1, a requirement for filing an upfront disclosure statement, which must be filed by certain nongovernmental corporations. It is currently limited to a statement that:

(A) identifies any parent corporation and any publicly held corporation owning 10% or more of its stock; or
(B) states that there is no such corporation.

We propose adding a subsection (B), and moving current subsection (B) to (C):

(B) identifies any person or entity that is not a party offering funding for some or all of the party's attorney fees and/or expenses to litigate this action on a non-
recourse basis in exchange for (1) a financial interest that is contingent upon the results of the litigation or (2) a non-monetary result that is not in the nature of a personal loan, bank loan, or insurance, or (C) states that there is no such corporation.

This language is consistent with orders or requests that many judges have required, including the New Jersey and Judge Connolly standing orders, without going overboard and captures both the spirit and letter of legitimate players in the TPLF industry. This will limit the publicly filed information to the identity of the funder (but not the investors) under 7.1, and would allow the agreement, like with insurance agreements, to be filed under seal.

It should serve to regularize disclosures and prevent expensive discovery that is both under- and over-inclusive on the issue and should serve to regularize the industry and help generate emerging standards of good behavior, preventing the kind of uneven ad hocery that has roiled the UK litigation funding industry, and push the industry past infancy and into a set of common standards that regularize the practice.

V. Conclusion

The U.S. is long overdue for a federal TPLF disclosure requirement. The current ad hoc, patchwork regime allows funders to subvert local disclosure rules by backing lawsuits in jurisdictions that do not have such rules, while also falling prey to over-disclosure and litigation tactics in others, further encouraging unsavory behaviors like forum- and judge-shopping. A federal TPLF disclosure requirement would improve judicial efficiency, streamline the industry, and help ensure that most funders are held to account, while regularizing the practice. Such a requirement would minimize information asymmetries between the parties and help facilitate settlement discussions. Additionally, it would also help the court identify and address legal and
ethical issues stemming from funder control of the litigation and conflicts of interest, among others. Regardless of how such a requirement is implemented, whether by the Advisory Committee, Congress, or common practice in the courts, the legal and financial system will greatly benefit from a more transparent TPLF industry.